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Animal rescue groups
gather supplies for animal
victims of Okla.tornado
Special to the Ledger
The Humane Society of Calloway County and Lost But Loved
Animal Rescue are gathering supplies to send to Oklahoma May
31. to help the animal victims of the Moore. Okla., tornado.
Our goal is to help Oklahoma Humane respond to the animals
that have been displaced by the tornado as well as the animals
that were already in their care with the tornado struck, according
to a press release from Kathy Hodge with the'
Homane Society.
•
Donation of any of the items listed. can be
„dropped off at Fred's on the south side Of
Murray. Kroger or Orscheln's on the north side
of Murray or at Little Shop of Collars downtown through Thursday. May 30, at 5 p.m. At
that time the donations will be picked up and
taken to the central collection point at Pagliai's
on Chestnut in Murray. Donations will also be
accepted in the parking lot at Pagliai's
Hodge
Restaurant on Thursday. May 30,from 9 a.m. to
7 p.m.. Hodge reported.
Food and collars, leashes, etc will be accepted and appreciated but items from the list below are the items that are listed by
representatives of Oklahoma Humane as their greatest needs.
Items will be gladly accepted and put on the trailer going out
May 31.Some of the items can be ordered directly from the websites listed and shipped to Oklahoma Humane,7500 N. Western
Ave.. Oklahoma City,OK 73116.
To make a monetary donation. make out a check to Oklahoma
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Curris announces appointees for
MSU Presidential Search Committee
Staff Report
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Freedom Fest'13:'Home of the Brave'l
By PAIGE GRAVES
Special to the Ledger
Freedom Fest wouldn't be what it is without the participation of the community.This
year, when the people of Murray come
together to enjoy food, friends and music.
the faces in the crowd we hope to recognize
most are those of our country's veterans.
"Home of the Brave" is the theme of the
2013 FNB Freedom Fest Parade, taking

place June 29.
celebrate the people who give us freedotli
In keeping with the theme.the FNB Bank throughout the years - our veterans."
Parade will honor our nation's veterans as
Carrico said she is excited to see the
grand marshals. The parade begins at 9:30 entries for the parade, as they arc always
a.m. featuring various community groups
new and exciting.
and their patriotic floats, cars and of course,
"I think, with the theme, we'll see imprescandy.
sive
entries from all of the participating
"We are so fortunate to be able to celebrate like we do," said Erin Carrico, execu- organizations. Everyone is always eager to
tive director of the Murray Convention and
•See Page 3A
Visitor's Bureau. "It's the perfect time to

Sasse enters
guilty plea in
-wreck death
case locally
Coleman accepts
diversion offer by
Commonwealth
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

•See Page 5A

Murray State University Board of Regents Chairman Dr.
Constantine W. Curris has announced his appointees for the
committee to search for MSU's next president
Curris said the committee will have nine members and that
Regent Steve Williams had agreed to act as chair. The other eight
members will be: Faculty Senate President Dr. Kevin Binfield,
professor of English; Don Chamberlain, professor and chair of
accounting; Susan Guess. Board of Regents: Jeremiah Johnson,
Board of Regents and president of the Student Government
Association; Martha Lewis, alumna; Dr. Jerry Sue Thornton.
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Krista Thompson

You're in good hands

EDWARD MARLOWE/ Ledger & Times

STARTING EARLY: Summer in the Park, a federal feeding program geared toward helping
kids ages 2 through 18 years old, began on Tuesday morning at the Playhouse in the Park
pavilion. Called "Travel Tuesday," new books will be given each Tuesday to all the kids who
participate — providing up to seven new books through the course of the summer. Above,
Jillian Stovall sifts through several childrens books to find the one she wants.

A New Concord man entered
a guilty plea for his alleged role
in a May 2012 wreck that
resulted in the death of one man
and left several other people
injured.
In Calloway Circuit Court,
James Sasse. 28, publicly
accepted an offer from the
Commonwealth
Attorney's
office to plead guilty to
manslaughter 2nd degree,

•See Page 3A

Ribbon Chix
gets approval
from Disney
show star

•See Page 3A
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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Thursday: Partly sunny with
a slight chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly sunny.
with a high near 85. South
southeast wind 6 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 20
percent.
Thursday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 69. South
wind around 9 mph.
Friday: A 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny. with a high near
84. South wind 10 to 13 mph,
with gusts as high as 20 mph.
Friday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 69.
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When they founded the
Ribbon Chix clothing business
in 2008, sisters Michelle
Downey and Krista Hatchett
had no idea that show business
was in their future.
Thanks to a Murray connection, though, that is exactly
where they find themselves
now after learning last week
that a package of their creations
was not only received but
earned rave reviews from officials associated with the hit
Disney Channel show "Good
Luck Charlie." Charlie is
played by Mia Talerico, now 4.
who plays the second-youngest
of five children on the show to
Bob and Amy Duncan. the latter of which is played by
Murray native Leigh Allyn
Baker.
"I think we're still in a little
bit of shock from it all,"
Downey said Tuesday, beaming
after seeing an lnstagram message Talerico had left from over
the weekend, showing her
dressed in one of the outfits that
was included in the Ribbon
Chix package that arrived in
Hollywood several days ago. In

II See Page 3A
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915 Arcadia (Next to 8i9 Apple Cafe) • 761-1554

Annual Life House 'glow' scramble set
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
It just keeps getting_physical for supporters of
the Life House Care Center.
Dovetailing off the success of the first-ever
"Run For Life" 5K for Life House Care Center
this past Saturday is the 10th Annual "Golf Fore
Life" Scramble, set to begin on June 7 at the
Oaks Country Club in Murray.
With the help of corporate sponsor Heritage
Bank in Murray. Life House Executive Director
Stephanie Kelly said this year's tournament

already has seven four-person teams signed up.
but is hoping to match the 22 teams that competed last year.
Costing $50 per person ($200 per team). Kelly
said the entry fee provides for dinner (pork
shoulder, baked beans. etc.). a green fee, a gift
bag from Heritage Bank and the chance to win a
large array of prizes.
Registration will begin at 6:30 p.m., with a
putting and chipping contest taking place before
the scramble begins.
•See

Page 3A
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EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Life House Executive Director Stephanie Kelly, left, Client Service Director Kili Hanes, center, and bookkeeper/receptionist Barbara Freeman, display the glow supplies for the 10th
Annual Golf Fore Life Scramble, which will be held June 7 at Oaks Country Club. Tee times
begin around 8:30 p.m. for the nine-hole tournament.
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There will be a Veteran's
Remembrance Ceremony in
Chestnut Park at the Veteran's
From Front
Memorial on July 4.at 7:30 am
show their hard work, and now All veterans and community
there's the added bonus of pay- members are invited to attend
ing tribute to our veterans. We For a
complete schedule of
hope to see good use of our
Freedom Fest activities visit the
nation's colors."
website or like Freedom Fest on
The .parade route begins at
Facebook.
10th St. and Main, passing
"This year we invite residents
across the Court Square. ending
in the Briggs & Stratton parking to share kind words with our
lot. The lineup process will veterans with the use of social
begin at 8 a.m. to ensure a media.
Go
to
prompt 9:30 a.m. parade start.
facebook.com/murraykentucky
Individuals and groups inter- and write on our wall, or tweet
ested in being a part of the your
thanks using #freedomparade can download an applifestky on Twitter. The Murray
cation
from
CVB will compile the responses
www.tourmurray.com or call
(270) 759-2199. Participation is and distribute them to the veterfree and the deadline to turn in ans participating in the ENB
an application in Friday. June Bank Freedom Fest Parade."
14.1 Ate appi
.ii( Tha be_ Commented a CVEI cpokeperaccepted.
son.

counts of burglary 3rd degree
and one count of receiving

From Front
assault 2nd degree. four counts
of wanton endangerment 1st
degree and one count of failure
to maintain vehicular insurance.
The offer calls for a 17-year
prison sentence that Judge
Dennis Foust is expected to
impose June 24.
Sasse was charged with causing the death of local fanner
Danny Pittman of New Concord
on the morning of May h. 2012.
Kentucky State Police alleged
Pittman's SUV veered into the
path of a pickup truck driven by
Gerald Cowley of New Concord
after Sasse's car, headed south
on Ky. 121. clipped Pittman's
vehicle as Sasse was allegedly
aborting an attempted pass.
Cowley was traveling north on
121 near New Concord when
his pickup and Pittman's StIV
collided head on. Sasse's car
went on to strike a tree. injuring
Sasse and a child, the KSP said.
Earlier this month Sasse's
attorney. John Straub, informed
Commonwealth Attorney Mark
Blankenship that he was seeking
a plea agreement. int. mintkes
before a Circuit Court session
was to start. That came after
Foust had denied a defense
motion to have evidence suppressed in the case.
The case of an Illinois woman
who was a co-defendant in a
reported burglary spree case that
developed last summer ended
with the woman pleading to
lesser charges after cooperating
with the prosecution.
Cheyanne Coleman, 22. of
Highland. Ill., accepted a fiveyear diversion deal on three

From Front

JOHN WR4GHT

numb

Ribbon Chix owners Michelle Downey (left) and sister Krista Hatchett said they never
dreamed they would be sending a box addressed to a Disney Channel television show, but
that is exactly what happened. Apparel from the store is now scheduled to be worn by actress
Mia Talerico, Charlie from the hit show "Good Luck Charlie" that also stars Murray native Leigh
Allyn Baker as her mom.

stolen property under $10,000.
This means she will not spend
any time in jail provided she
abides by several conditions. it
was reported.
A co-defendant. William I).
Elliot of Murray. pleaded guilty
to several other charges related
to the case and was sentenced to
25 years in prison in March.
Both Elliott and Coleman were
arrested on the night of Sei . 2
in the Locust Grove Road rea
after reported foot pursuits.
Coleman's

attorney. Rick
Lamkin. said his client has no
recollection of that night nor
any other occasion in which she
allegedly participated in burglaries with Elliott.
"She was a Social Work major
at Murray State University at
the time, and one of the requirements is to attend an Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting.
Lamkin told the court

* JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Michelle Downey has a reason to smile as she looks at her computer screen and sees the
image of actress Mia Talerico on a Facebook message from Monday. Talerico is wearing a
dress designed by Downey's Ribbon Chix establishment in Murray, one of several items she
and co-owner sister Krista Hatchett sent to the show on which Talerico stars, "Good Luck
Charlie" a few days ago. Some of the outfits are specifically for use on the show, while others
are for the actress herself.

Coleman attended an extensive
in-patient addiction program in

every minute. It was just sheer joy to us to think
that someone thought of us that way."
Leigh Allyn had one more surprise up her
the St. Louis. Mo.. area and,
From Front
sleeve, though. It came a month ago when she
from that, is working on a possicalled the Murray store on a Saturday. usually a
the messages. lalerico says she loves the white.
ble career in counseling.
time the sisters are not present.
red and blue outfit.
"One of our girls at the front desk tells me.
"With defending people, if
"She follows only. II people. and we're one of
someone
named Leigh Allyn Baker,' and I got all
you can't prevail, then the the places on there. That's pretty'cool."
excited. Then I had to try and get composed and
Dow ney said a rather innocent visit from
object becomes to obtain the
Baker's mother. Vicki, started Ribbon-Chix on its try to talk to her in a business-like manner."
proper result. That's what hapunlikely path. She stopped by the shop at 12th and Downey remembered of the day Baker notified
pened here." Lamkin said.
Sycamore streets earlier this year to find clothes the store that a package for Charlie had been
requested by the show."We've been blessed. This
Individuals facing charges are as a birthday gift. w Inch were well received.
One
of
the
people
present
for the party was is our third storefront location (after starting as a
innocent until proven guilty.
Leigh Allyn Baker who was apparently quite traveling operation). It takes a lot of time, no
impressed w ith w hat she saw . A short time later. doubt, but it's worth it."
"I think the best way to put it is that if you sow
Leigh Allyn authored a post on Ribbon Chix's
Facebook page. inquiring as to the possibility of the seeds, they will grow. God is the driver on this
presenting some outfits that Talerico could wear one, though." Hatchett added.
the vehicle, about six ounces of
The sisters said Baker will email them when
on the show.
suspected
marijuana
was
"That was amazing:. liatchen remembered. episodes of the show Charlie will wear Ribbon
allegedly discovered with a
"We would look at our page after she made that Chix items will air. Those notifications will also
street value of about $2.400.
post and it seemed like we gained 10 new fans be shown on the store's Facebook and Twitter
Also recovered was more than
sites, as well.
$1,000 in cash.
Trevor Patton. 24, wis
Charged with trafficking in marijuana, possession of drug parasion of the board's special-called budget meeting
From Front
phernalia, possession of an open
alcoholic beverage container, Board Regents:
of
Harry Lee Waterfield. Board of next Friday. June 7.
speeding and other traffic
The Board of Regents voted 7-4 on March 15 to
Regents; Roslyn White. associate director for
charges.
not renew MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn's conenrollment management.
Individuals facing charges are
Curris said an organizational meeting of the tract with the uniVersity:'At the May 10 meeting,
innocent until proven guilty.
committee is tentatively scheduled at the conclu- a vote was taken again with the same result.

Murrayan faces charges after traffic stop
Staff Report
Murray police arrested a
Murray man Monday after a
traffic stop resulted in the
alleged discovery of marijuana
in his vehicle.
Officer Jon-Michael Hill
made the stop at the
McDonald's restaurant on North
12th Street. The stop was made
for speeding.
He then said he noted a smell
of marijuana and requested a K9 officer, along with MPD's K9 unit, Tiko, to respond. Inside

.1•Absolute
AUCTION
Saturday,June 1 • 10:00 ‘N1
1207 Elm Street, Benton, Ky
OPEN HOUSE: Tuesda),

28 • 4-6 I'M

Murray State University Department of
Early Childhood and Elementary Education
is pleased to offer a

All vale% -lois" and final,(ASH or PRE-APPROVED CHECK.WI announcements
day of ode take precedence over any other. Barbara Campbell. Broker. Lk./SW

Jim Tate
270-227-8393
Jim@campbellrealty.com
Lo. #PI116

CAMPBELL AUCTION & REAL ESTATE

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
BARDSTOWN, Ky..(AP) —
The grieving- widow of an
ambushed Kentucky police
officer said Tuesday that her
whii— Vi.as gunned
down when he stopped to pick
up debris on his way home, will
be her lasting hero.
Facing a row of cameras just
days after the slaying. Amy
Ellis remembered Bardstow n
Officer Jason Ellis at1 a dedicated family man and K-9 officer
who wanted to rid this quaint
town of illegal drugs.
"He is forever our hero," she
said. "He always made -me feel
like he was Superman. that
nothing would ever happen to
him."
Jason Ellis. a 33-year-old former minor league baseball
player turned lawman, was hit
with multiple shotgun blasts
after he exited his cruiser to
pick up debris at an exit ramp
off the Bluegrass Parkway in
Nelson County early Saturday.
according to Kentucky State
Police. Investigators are asking
for the public's help in finding
suspects. A reward has grown
beyond $10,000.
Joined by her mother and
mother-in-law plus a host of
police officers. Amy Ellis said
no words could express her
sadness and anger. She and her
husband have two sons. ages 7
and 6.

READING/WRITING
& LITERACY PROGRAM
For Students in Grades 1-12
FREE HOPPER UPGRADE

SPECIAL ORIENTATION
Fri., June 7, 2013, Alexander Hall 240
Auditorium, 2:00-3:00 p.m.

REAL ESTATE SOLD AS IS'10% DOWN DAY OF SALE(NONREFUNDABLE) AND BALANCE
DUE IN 30 DAYS A 10% BUYERS PREMIUM ADDED TO BUYERS FINAL BID AND ADDED IC
CONTRACT PRICE DUE DAY OF SALE ON REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

Wife: Slain police officer
will always be her hero

GET MORE
FOR LESS

'

'8
"

Great starter home or excellent rental property!
Central Heat & Air •Two or Three Bedrooms,One Bath

The uniqueness of the tournament. Kelly said, is the time of
day in which it is held.
With tee-times set for near
dusk, golfers will launch glowing golf balls (purchased at the
course) into the night sky from
lighted tee boxes, while cart
drivers will be directed by battery-operated flashers along the
course.
Participants will also be
encouraged to wear glow
bracelets and necklaces, allow ing golfers to see each other
from a safe distance.
Kelly said a tournament of
this magnitude would not be
possible without the assistance
of corporate sponsors. or _the
hole, cart and banner sponsors
which help purchase all of the
provisions for the competition.
To register a team or purchase
a sponsorship. contact Kelly at
753-0700 or email Life House
at stephanie(ti'lhouse.org.
*5*
With nearly 120 partic
.ipants
in the 5K. Kelly said the community support .and positive
feedback has been enough to
seriously consider organizing
the event on a yearly basis, providing another fundraising
effort for the non-profit
Christian pregnancy center.
"We never thought it would
be this popular." Kelly said.
"We'v e got people calling us
and asking Its for their time
because they forgot and they
want to know."
Camee Rudolph had the best
overall female time finishing in
21:43, while Jorge Perez com—
pleted the 5K in 18:45.

SESSIONS MEET:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday
June 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24 & 25
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
LOCATION:
3201 Alexander Hall
For information call:(270)809-2500
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One Kind of Game
A couple of weeks ago. on
May 7, I was the keynote speaker at a ceremony commemorating the 100th anniversary of the
laying of the cornerstone for the
historic old Calloway County
Courthouse in Murray. As we
were gathering for the event on
a fine spring afternoon on the
front lawn of the courthouse. I
was approached by a gray-haired
man about my age and size. He
stuck out his hand and said,
"January 12. 1962. I'm Mickey
Boggess."
I immediately knew who he
was and what he-was -talkingabout. On that winter night so
long ago, we played in one of
the most unusual high school
basketball games I have ever
seen. I hadn't remembered the
date like Mick had. but I have
never forgotten that night.
The Calloway County High
School Lakers were the force
of the First Region. They had
come to Benton High School in
December undefeated. 8 and 0.
and were number one in the
region. Benton had a good team
kid, but not perfect. The Lakers were easily picked to
win.Before a full house in the
Chambers Memorial Gymnasium in Benton. we shocked the
Lakers by beating them 17 points.
In January. we had to go to
thcir place. And we knew what
to expect. They would be laying for revenge. And they were.
A packed house of Calloway
County fans were screaming,
stomping. yelling, and whistling
from the very get go. At first.
it looked like they would get
their revenge as the game started close. But by early in the
second half, the Benton Indians
had begun to pull away. Instead
of the Lakers getting their
revenge, it looked like it was
going to be a replay of our
December encounter.
Then, in the fourth quarter,
Calloway County made a run.
The Lakers cut the lead to one
PThrivitliTess than "ff seconds
to go in the game. We tried to
hold the ball until the time ran
out as the whole place 'came
apart at the seams. As the clock
ticked down into single digits.
an incredible series of things
took place. Mickey Boggess
knocked the ball out one of my
teammate's hands. The Benton
Indian swiped desperately at the
ball, but instead got a big piece
of Mickey. The referees called
a foul and we all looked at the
big score clock to see if time
had expired. There were nothing but zeros on the clock, but
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inexplicably the horn
had
not
sounded.
Bad news
for the Indians. Mickey Boggess
would
shoot one
and
the
bonus for
Calloway Benchmarks
1141 I
County
By Supreme
41
no Court Justice Bill
with
167i
Cunningham
time left on
the-clock.
There is
no more of a pressure situation
in basketball than this. The Lakers are down by one point and
Mickey is going to the line for
one and the bonus with no time
on the clock. If he hits the first
basket, the game is tied. If he
doesn't, the game is over and
his team is defeated once again
by those pesky Benton Indians.
If he hits both baskets, the LakDid you know that one of the
ers win the game. At least that premiere Daniel Boone scholars
is what everyone in that gym in the nation teaches in the
thought that night.
Department of History at
Ice water Mick went to the Murray State University? My
free throw line in the deafen- colleague
and friend, Ted
ing noise and bedlam of the
Franklin Belue. has written
moment and knocked down those
extensively on Boone, the death
two free throws like he was
of the buffalo east of the
kicking two cans out of the
road. The home standing Cal- Mississippi River, and the
loway County fans went berserk. longhunters of Kentucky.
One year, Belue holed up in
They ran onto the floor to
the
microfilm room of Pogue
embrace the winning Lakers and
especially the hero of the Library, bent over a lit microfilm reader, to transcribe and
moment. Mickey Boggess.
The referees, however, had annotate Lyman Draper's 850the presence of mind to remem- page unfinished handwritten
ber one very impoant thing. manuscript of "The Life of
The horn had not so4ded. That Daniel Boone." Draper died in
was long before the lodern sec- 1891, and until Belue came
ond hand time ck
Techni- along, the wealth of Draper's
cally, the game hack not ended. work lay inaccessible to historiThe referees began b wave the ans and lay readers. Now,
crowd off the floor. If I remem- researchers can learn from
ber correctly, they even had the white. native American, and
help of a couple of state police- African American sources about
men dressed in their'fiatiiir Boone's life. All because of the
gray uniforms and Smoke) hats. tireless, lonely work of two hisConfident that their celebration torians - Lyman Draper and
had been only momentarily post- Ted Franklin
Belue.
poned, the happy crowd moved
We already knew more about
back to their seats.
Boone than James Harrod or
Finally, the floor was cleared
Benjamin Logan or Simon
and only the ball players were
on the hardwood. One referee Kenton - these other important
yelled at us and said. "You've Kentucky frontiersmen got the ball till the horn sounds." because of the work of the early
My teammate, Steve Miller. Kentucky land speculator.
stepped int6 the end zone, took Kentucky historian, and Boone
the basketball from the official, biographer, John Filson. A
and looked down court. He spot- Preface to Filson's 1784,
ted Russell Anderson open near History of Kentucky, was titled
the mid-court line and about 60 "The Discovery,Settlement,and
feet from Benton's basket. He Present State of Kentucke."
heaved the basketball to Rus- Filson's book, with accompanysell baseball style. Russ grabbed
the ball and pivoted toward our
basket. Here is how one writer
described it: "He caught the ball
just behind the mid-stripe and
all in the same motion pivoted,
crouched, and then let fly a
If you happened to meet Bob
two-handed shot exploding from and Shirley at the grocery store
his chest."
or waiting to check out a book at
I -stood near mid-court and the library, you would probably
watched the flight of the ball. have no idea that either one of
It headed up into the dark strat- them suffered from a new diagosphere of the arena and startnostic category in DSM-5, the
ed its downward trek as the air
fifth edition of the American
went out of over 2,500 people.
Psychiatric
Association's
I remember thinking."It's long."
Diagnostic
Statistical
and
And it was. But not too long:
Manual of Mental Disorders.
The ball came crashing down
upon the glass within the square Both are bona fide hoarders,and
above the rim and banked back their stories were featured as
through the basket. The refs case studies in a video about
looked at each other in aston- hoarding recently shown at the
ishment and both extended their 2013 conference of the Purchase
left arms and made the down- Area Mental Health & Aging
ward motion of their right hands. Coalition.
The basket counted.
Gretchen Roof, licensed
We had won by one point Social Worker from Paducah's
thanks to that amazing shot by Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
Russell Anderson. Now the Cal- introduced the topic by remindloway County fans, who had been ing the audience that hoarding is
celebrating only seconds before. not entertainment but serious
stood numb in disbelief. The business. "I like to
present
joyous Benton Indian fans stamhoarding in a respectful manpeded onto the floor. Four points
ner." she 'explained.
had been scored with no secWe met Bob first. He looked
onds left on the clock. Had the
to
be in late middle age and
three-point line been in use then,
sounded
like a perfectly rational
it would have been five points.
To my knowledge. it still stands person until one listened to what
he had to say about the crowded
as a Kentucky high school record
uncomfortable cocoon he
and
At that courthouse ceremony
for himself. With piles
created
the other day, I had not seen
Mickey Boggess since that bas- of indistinguishable items
stacked all over the place. he
ketball game over 50 years ago
admitted that some of the rooms
Time and the destructive hand
in his house were uninhabitable.
of consolidation have done what
Although he described his world
the Calloway County Lakers
as isolated and unbalanced, he
could not do. Destroy the Ben- was unable to change his behavton Indians. They are no more. ior. Owner of hundreds, if not
The Calloway County Lakers thousands of items, he derived
are still going strong, I guess little comfort from any of them,
ole Mick and his boys got the and declared that he was crazy.
last laugh after all.
The good news for Bob is that
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Daniel Boone was a man
ing maps. attracted "tens of
thousands of settlers from the
east, as well as Europe to
Kentucky.- Of course, as a land
speculator,such migration benefitted Filson's side business, as
he Sought to profit from land
sales. The Nail( was an instant
success and came out in 1785 in
a French edition. Readers of this
column might want to visit
Pogue Library on Murray
State's campus to see a copy of
the French edition. the Histoire
de Kentucke; presented to
Murray State by the great
Kentucky historian. Dr. Thomas
D. Clarke.
Boone scholars are especially
interested in the Filson volume,
because of an appendix in the
book. "The Adventures of
Colonel Daniel Boon" (his last
name spelled with no
Filson's appendix proved to be
the "early catalyst" of the Boone
legend. He described Boone as
"one of the first settlers, comprehending every important
Occurrence in the political
History of that Province." While
Filson cast Boone as the central
figure in Kentucky's contact
period, the Draper manuscript.
all 850 pages, cemented his
fame.
Then. when James Fenimore
Cooper. based his Natty Bumpo
character in "The Last of the
Mohicans," "The Deerslayer,"
and -other novels in the 1820s,
1830s,and 1840s,on Boone.the
Boone legend gained a foothold
in popular literature. Cooper's

novels
became so
popular
that readers
were able
to imagine
Boone as
herohe
i c a 11 y
blazed the
Wilderness
Trail. and Home and
Away
learned the
James
By
ways of the
Duane Bolin
Indians that
Ledger & Times
he encounColumnist
tered along
the way.
I know that Boone became my
hero through ,the reading of
Cooper's novels. Those novels.
coupled with the Fess Parker
television series of the 1960s,
was all it took to carve Boone
into my psyche. My parents
bought me a coonskin cap on
one vacation trip. and I played
for hours in our backyard,imagining myself as the clever,
always in control, hero of the
Kentucky frontier. I memorized
the theme song of the television
series. You remember it. don't
you:'"Daniel Boone was a man:
Yes, a big man : "
Well,
studying
while
Kentucky history in graduate
school, I learned so much more
about Daniel Boone. some of it
deflating. He never wore a
coonskin cap: he preferred an
old slouch hat instead. And
although he was no doubt powerfully built, he probably stood

Jean Sr

only about 5-foot-8-inches. He
was born Oct. 22. 1734. in
Pennsylvania.to Quaker parents.
Daniel married Rebecca when
he was 21 and she 17. She bore
him 10 children: later she took
in 6 more when her brother's
wife died. There was also talk of
Rebecca bearing another child,
not Daniel's. during one of
Daniel's many long absences,
one of his "walkabouts,- as he
called them.
He said of himself, "With me
the world has taken great libert ies. vet I have been but a com.!
mon man.- Yet Boone came to
know Kentucky better than any
other white man,and better than
most Indians. That did not mean
that he could not get lost sometimes. although he would never
admit it. "I can't say as ever I
was lost,- he explained. "but I
was bewildered once for three
days.Ever the adventurer. Daniel
Boone could not be content
even in Kentucky. He pressed
ever westward, across the
Mississippi River. And he died
in Missouri in 1820 at 85.
Daniel Boone was a man. Yes, a
big man.
Duane Bohn teaches in the
Department of HiAtery at
Murray
University.
State
Contact Duane at jholin@ marraystale.edu

When too muchis not enough

•

he was starting to realize he had in its pack"OHIO" rule; which means, as
buried himself alive and needed ing
box,
you sort through the junk. only
help.
acquisition
handle an item once. Sorting
Shirley, the other video case being the
objects into simple piles study, began hoarding after two priority.
donate, sell or give away. and
shocking events. She suffered a rather than
throw away - eases the process.
burglary in her own home: not use or funcBut gettin a loved one to treatlong after that, her father was tion. A most
ment can be a challenge, even
when the problem is obvious.
killed during a robbery."Clutter telling dismakes me feel safe," she tinction
"Beating compulsive hoarding
requires you to face things that
claimed, adding that any robber between
are very scary," Dr. Tolin
entering her abode and seeing collecting Main Street
explained in an article on the
the mess would probably give and hoard- By Constance
ing is that
topic. "I can't tell you not to be
up.
Alexander
scared, because you can't really
The audience chuckled at hoarders Ledger & Times
Columnist
control that. But you can be
Shirley's comment, but hoard- may refuse
brave, Be willing to face your
ing is no laughing matter. others entry
their
fears. Be willing to risk making
Unfortunately. most of us know to
at least one person who appears abodes. due to the shame and the wrong decision. The people
to be suffering from this mental embarrassment regarding their who gain the most," he concluded,"are usually the people who
health condition and have at stuff.
According to Dr. David Tolin. are willing to risk the most."
least a vague understanding of
For those wanting to know
the difficulties in helping hoard- director of the Anxiety
Disorders Center at the Institute more, additional readings
ers change their behavior.
Defined as the acquisition and of Living at Hartford Hospital, include:
"Buried in Treasures: Help for
saving of possessions that have "Hoarding can take years to
Compulsive Acquiring, Saving
little or no value - or have overcome."
For those who may be feeling and Hoarding" by David Tolin,
some perceived value that renders an item difficult to discard overwhelmed by the prospect of Randy Frost and Gail Steketee.
- hoarding is quite different cleaning out their homes. Tolin and "Overcoming Compulsive
from collecting. Collectors are suggests a useful rule of thumb: Hoarding: Why You Save and
proud of their possessions, and If an object has not been used in How You Can Stop," by Jerome
are likely to display them in an over a year, it may be one that Bubrick, Fugen Neziroglu, Jose
organized manner. Hoarders, on you can live without. He also Yarura-Tobias.
and Patricia J.
the other hand, are enttarrassed recommends getting rid of
Perkins. Additional information
duplicate
items.
"There's
really
by what they hang on to, and
is online at www.oprah.com.
their items are scattered about no need for most of us to have,
Read Main Street online at
say,
two
microwave ovens, or
and piled atop on another, with
three bicycles. Try to get rid of www.murrayledger.com.
no apparent or inherent organithe extras."
Contact the columnist directly at
zation.
Dr. Tolin advocates the constancealexander@twc.com.
Where collectors are apt to
budget when they want to add to
the collection, hoarders will
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
often go into debt to make an
necessarily
reflect the editorial opinion of the
acquisition. Once a hoarder
Murray Ledger & Times.
owns an item, it may actually sit
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Rufus'Bob' Gotten

Obituaries
Robert 'Bob' Vernon Nance
junetalNen, ICes tor Robert "Bob" Vernon Nance,74,01 Murray.
v. ill be held at 2 p.m. Wednesday, May 29, 2013, at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, with the Revs. Presley Lamm and
Lucas Nance officiating. Burial will follow in
Storys Chapel Cemetery. Visitation was held
Tuesday. May 28, 2013. at 4 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Mr. Nance died Friday, May 24,2013. at Baptist
Health of Paducah.
He was born Nov. II.1938, in Lynnville to the
late James Crawford and Myrtle Hale Nance. He
was married to Faye Nance on June 6. 1959. in Tri
City. He was a retired potter and car salesman and
Nance
was also a member, song director and deacon of
Bell City Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents. Nance was preceded in death by a
brother. James Nance.
He is survived by his wife, Faye Nance, of Murray; two daughters. Lisa Chrisman and husband. Roger, of Murray. and Shelia
Nance. of Murray; sister. Margie West. of Murray; three brothers,
Shirley Nance and wife. Ann. of_ Murray. Gerald Nance and wife,
Patsy. ofMayfield. and Gunner Nance. of Murray; and two grandchildren. Chase and Emily Chrisman, of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Bell City Baptist
Church Building Fund. co Joe Don Wilson. 6151 Central Road,
May field. KY 42066.
Online condolences may be* made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by'kW Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Funeral services for Jean Smart Hannon,87. of Paducah, will be
at 1 p.m. Wednesday. May 29.2013.at Milner & Orr Funeral Home
vf Paducah. with the Rev. Gregory Waldrop and Dr. Joe Beal officiating. Burial will follow in Wixidlawn Memorial
Gardens. Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m.
Tuesday. May 28. 2013. at the funeral home.
Mrs. Hannon died at 3:53 a.m. Saturday. May 25.
2013, at Baptist Health of Paducah.
She was born in Equality. Ala. to the late Luther
Melton Smart and Mattie Bryant Smart. She was a
member of the Fountain Avenue United Methodist
Church and the United Methodist Women's
Society for 57 years. She was a member of the
Homemakers Club and had received the
Hannon
Homemaker of the Year award. She was also a
member of her neighborh(xxl Bible study class.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in death by her husband of 58 years. Carlton D. Hannon. and two sisters, Edna Frances
Smart and Betty Smart Wilson.
She is survi‘ed by her daughters. Judy Hannon Tucker and husband. Kenny. of Murray. and Jennifer Hannon Gay and husband.
Gary. of Paducah; son. Carl D. Hannon Jr. and wife. Linda, of
Ke% il: brother. Don Smart,of Morris, 111.; six grandchildren. EmilyGay Kreutzer. Audrey Gay Bradley. Logan Gay. Kevin Tucker.
Shane Hannon and Shara Romaine: 14 great-grandchildren: and
three nieces and one nephew.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Fountain Avenue
United Methodist Church. 300 Fountain Ave.. Paducah, KY 42001;
or to Paducah City Beautification Board, P.O. Box 2267. Paducah,
KY 42(X12.
Expk-ssions
sympathy
of
may
be
made
to
www.milnerandorrcom. Arrangements are being handled by Milner
& Orr Funeral Home.

Kentucky

•Rescue...

Rufus "Bob" Gatton,94, of Paducah, died at 10:59 p.m. Sunday.
May 26,2013, at his home.
He was a member of Heartland Worship Center, worked as a com- From Front
modity broker for A.G. Edwards and retired as a
self-employed commodity broker. He was a U.S. Humane and turn in to either
Air Force WWII veteran, a member of the VFW local organization or at Pagliai's
on May 30. They will be delivand a member of the 398th Bomber Group.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Mason ered directly to the Humane
P. and Bessie Rogers Gatton: a brother. Orville Society in Oklahoma with the
items donated.
Gatton; and a sister, Wauneta Gatton.
The Oklahoma Humane list
Mr. Gatton is survived by his wife, Shirley
Hammonds Gatton; daughter. Judith A. Hall and includes:
husband. James. of Troy. Ohio; son, Roger D.
Accel Cleaner
Gatton and wife. Linda. of Wichita. Kan.; step- http://www.revivalanimal.com/
Gatton
daughters. Kim Hall and husband. Kenney, of Accel-Disinfectant.html
Paducah. and Sheila McNichols and husband.
Disposable paper food bowls
Kevin. of Metropolis. Ill.: grandchildren, James L. http://www.webstaurantstore.co
Hall of Akron, Ohio. Johnathan W. Hall and wife. m/3-Ib-red-check-paper-foodBecca. of Kettering. Ohio. Susan Brochardt and tray-500husband. Paul. of Lawrence. Kan.. Benjamin cs/795300RC% 20% 20% 204f 20
Gatton and wife, Jamie. of Wichita. Kan., Robert 500.html
Gatton of Council Grove. Kan., Cory Taustian, of St. Louis, Mo..
Disposable litter boxes
William Hatfield and wife Bridle, of St. Louis, Mo., Brooke
http://www.cspecialties.com/co
Durham and huskand. Tom, of Metropolis. III., Brandi Quint and
ntents/en-us/d20.html
husband.Jacob,of Metropolis, Ill., Leslie Glass and husband. Marc,
Medium & large wire crates
of Dublin. Va.. Melissa Paul and husband. Buz,of Murray,and Kyle
Baby Food (meat only flavors
McNichols of Orlando. Fla.: 12 great-grandchildren; and one sister.
of beef,chicken, turkey)
Marjorie Trexler,of Ohio.
Rubbermaid Tubs with lids
A graveside service will be held Thursday. May 30..2013, at 10
Medical Supplies: needles, all
a.m. at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, with Marc Glass officiating.
sizes but preferably 22 gauge:
There will be no visitation.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Lourdes Hospice. P.O. syringes, all sizes but preferably 3cc, 18g, 20g needles for
Box 7100, Paducah. KY 42002-7100.
Online condolences may be made at v‘ww.milnerandorr.com. SQ fluids; Latex gloves, size
Arrangements are being handled by Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & small and medium; surgical
gowns: shoe covers; shampoo;
On- Funeral Home.

Joan A. Leone
Joan A. (Hauber) Leone. M. formerly of Murray. died Sunday.
May 26.2013.
She lived for over 20 years between Murray and Paris. Tenn.. and
was a former employee of Ken Lake Foods. She enjoyed bowling,
fishing. bingo.doing ceramics,throwing parties for family.and baking homemade cookies with her grandchildren.
She was the beloved daughter of the late Frank and Frances (née
Costa) Hauber and the loving mother of Christopher Kirstein. David
Kirstein and wife. Jodi,Tim Kirstein and Robert Kierstein and wife.
Teri. She was the cherished grandma of David. Timothy. Rachel,
Tyler. Christopher.- Jordan. Brandon. Brooklyn. Alexis. Skyler.
Colton and Genevieve.
She was the dearest godmother of Brian Sessler and wife. Nicole:
the fond sister of Nancy Altman and husband. Terry. Frank Hauber
and wife. Amy.and the late Steve Hauber and .dife. Patti: and a dear
aunt -Arid friend of many.
Funeral services will be held Thursday. May 30. starting with
prayers at 9:15 a.m. at the funeral home,then proceeding to St. Isaac
Jogues Church for 10 a.m. Mass. Interment will follow at Maryhill
Cemetery.
Visitation will be held Wednesday. May 29. 2013. from 3-9 p.m.
at Colonial-Wojciechowski Funeral Home in Niles. III.
Online condolences may be made at www.colonialfuneral.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Colonial-Wojciechowski
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
The number of times published or the length alone or more ofthe
preceding obintaries exceeds the IMIXIMUM set by the Ledger and
flows policy. A fee has been paidJr additional publishing or space.

Beshear's income tax returns show he made
$252K
I I: ANKFORT. K).(AP) (iov. Steve Beshear and his wife have
released their 2012 state and federal income tax returns showing their
total income was just more than $252,000.
That includes the governor's nearly $133,000 salary from the state,
plus nearly $56,(XX) in dividends, more than $37.000 in capital gains
and more than $25,0(X) in Social Security benefits.
Beshear released his income tax returns on Tuesday'. as he has done
each year since he became governor in 2007.
The Beshears' total income grew by. more than $50,000 over 2011.

Walton taps council member as new mayor
\NALioN. Ky. rA1)) - I he Walton City Council has tapped council
member Mark Carnahan as the new mayor.
Members made the appointment Monday during a special meeting.
Carnahan was serving his second term as a council member. His term
as mayor will end Dec. 31.2014.
The Kentucky Enquirer reported that two other residents submitted
letters of interest to council for the open seat. Jim Butler and Rick
Cook. Cook was deemed ineligible, however, as he's only lived in the
city' since last August. To be mayor. a resident must have lived within
the city a full year.
Former Mayor Philip Ti-sop resigned in'May after being on a charge
of abuse of public trust in regard to his position as manager of the
Boone County Water District. He was later fired.
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Bears back; sightings near Middlesboro

News in Brief

#40 clipper blades:
Chlorhexidine scrub; 4X4
gauze: IV lines: two-inch vet
wrap: Cephalexin: Topical ear
ointment; Metronidazole; and
bandage scissors.
Hodge said donated supplies
will be gathered from the dropoff locations Thursday afternoon, May 30, and taken to a
transport vehicle in the parking
lot at Pagliai's Restaurant, 97B
Chestnut
Street
in
Murray where additional donations will be accepted from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. The two-stall
horse trailer loaded with all the
donated supplies will then head
to Oklahoma City next Friday at
4 a.m.
George Baird. who was one of
the drivers taking the Rotary
Club donations last weekend,
will be donating the use of the
trailer and driving himself along
with other volunteers.
For additional information.
contact the Humane Society at
humanesociety@'murray-ky.net
or Kathy Hodge at (270) 5194643 or Lost But Loved at
Iblrescue6ahotmail.com
Or
Laura Cherry at(9311572-7007.

MIDDLESBORO. Ky.(AP)- National park officials in eastern
Kentucky say bears have returned to Middlesboro and along the
periphery of the city.
There have been multiple sightings of bears around the city. but
rangers believe many of those are coming from one particular bear.
Cumberland Gap National Park Biologist Jenny Beeler says
bears aren't new to the area and should be considered dangerous if
encountered.
"They have been here for years now and this has become a bearpopulated eiimmunity." Beeler said.
Chief Ranger Dick Wiley told The Daily News that the Great
Smokey Mountains National Park that borders Tennessee and
North Carolina has long been associated with a bear population,
but Cumberland Gap National Park is becoming known for the
same thing..
"The Smokies is our best, nearest model and we learn from
them," Wiley said.
Wiley said that people shouldn't feed or approach the bears.
Bears are naturally fearful of people. They do most of their roaming at night.
"If a bear loses its fear of people and starts coming out in the
open. during the day..then we have a problem." Beeler said.
Rangers ask that people begin to be more cautionary with things
like their garbage. Taking garbage out on the day of pick-up is very
helpful. If garbage must be left outside. store it in a bear-resistant
container.
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Graves selected as April
Rotary Student of the Month
Special to the Ledger

it

Charlie Graves. Murray High
School senior, was selected as
the Rotary April Student of the
month by MHS faculty and
staff.
A 2013 National Merit
Commended Finalist. Graves
was a Kentucky Governor's
Scholars recipient who attended
GSP last summer at the
Bellarmine campus.
A four-year MHS Band member. Graves is a member of
marching, concert and jazz
band. He is also an MHS
Academic Team co-captain.
Spanish Club treasurer and Beta
Club member.
During Graves' senior year,
he was selected second chair
tenor saxophone in the AllDistrict Symphonic Band and
received an All-State recommendation. Graves advanced
with the MHS Marching Band
to the Kentucky
Music
Educators Association State
Marching Band Finals Division
IA, where the band won third
place in the state. "I am proud
to have been part of the Murray

An ultimate staple in every woman's
wardrobe. it is safe to say that jeans are the
perfect ally for any look. Women expect so
much from their jeans. it is crucial to find
the perfect fining pair!
We have several brands of jeans that fit
and shape the body_ Not Your Daughter's
Jeans tNYD.1) are one of our hest selling
brands. They have tummy control and butt
lifting. They come in a stretch fabric and a
variety of styles.colors and pant kg widths.
Colored and printed denim as well as all
shades of regular denim blue are available.
Liverpool is also a premium denim brand
that has'stretch and body slimming effects.
Liverpool reams are smaller in the legs than
NYD1. They come in many styles and colors too.
French Dressing has been around for
quite some time They have gone through
many changes. They finally have a great fit.
French dressing jeans are also stretch
denim and they come in a variety of rises,
from below the belly button to Awe or
mid-rise. Skinny leg. boot cut, leggings,
and straight leg are available as well.
Come in and try a pair! Finding your perfect jean will be a breeze in any of these
great fitting jeans.
You must come in and try a pair of our
slimming pull-on pant that has all of the
stars endorsing them. Just for trying on a
pair you will get a $5.00 coupon. No put
chase necessary. However, we are sure
you'll love them and want them in every
color.
All handbags 255 off, and all Yelkiwbos
sandals are 25% off. Shop our other specials... 1.2 price rack, as well as up to 75'4
off.
Congratulations to Sharon Russell who
won this weeks giveaway. Go to Facebook
and click on "Like- and "Share- to he ell
gilsk. or come in the store.
Brighton has a fun promotion - get a free
beach towel with your required purchase
Stay tuned to next weeks fun and fashion
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VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2012

The Somethtne For E.erv.uee Wee
306 South 12Ih • arm KY • 7S3-7441
www.dkkelley.com

High
Tiger
Band program.
Some of the
best memories
I have made at
Murray High
school were
made during
the
many
hours
spent
on
Graves
the practice
field. These memories are
invaluable, and I will cherish
them for years to come. Along
with band, the opportunities to
participate in academic team
competitions. foreign language
festival, Beta convention, and
Spanish Club have continually
challenged me to strive for
exceldnce. Overall, my experience at Murray High School has
helped me become a more wellrounded individual," Graves
said.
Graves received second place
in
the
Academic Team
Governor's
Cup
District
Language Arts Exam. As a junior, Graves received first place
in the Junior Engineering
Technical Society Tests of
Engineering
Aptitude.
Mathematics and Science
Competition.
Recognized with a Bronze
Level on the National Spanish
Exam as a sophomore. Graves
has served as an elementary
school Spanish tutor during his
MHS career. He instructed elementary school students in
basic Spanish and led games in
Spanish for language practice
with younger students.
Graves has been very active
with the Calloway County
Public
Library
Summer
Reading Program and the
Student Volunteer Program.
Also a volunteer at Murray's
Spring Creek Health Care,
Graves said his experience at
MHS has been mint interesting
and he has been able to hone his
skills for his next step in a university education. "During my
time at Murray High, I have
been able to hone many of the
skills that I will need as I move
on to my university education. I
am thankful that I have been
fortunate enough to enjoy a
challenging curriculum at
Murray High. each class taught
by teachers with high expectations, who are dedicated to their
students' success."
The support Graves has
received from the MHS administrative staff is an attribute he
appreciates most during his
MHS career. "Without help
from them, especially Mrs.
Speed and Mr. Rogers, I would
not have been able to participate fully in my extracurricular
activities."
Graves plans to attend Murray
State University and pursue a
mathematics degree. Graves is
the son of Ben and Cindy
Graves of Murray.

COMMUNITY

DATEBOOK
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CUBS to meet
Calloway United Benevolent Services
(CUBS) will meet Wednesday. May 29, at 12
p.m. at Glendale Church of Christ. All agencigs.
organizations, churches or other entities with a
service mission are invited to send a representative. The meeting will be sponsored by the
American Cancer Society, with info to be provided about the upcoming Cancer Prevention
Study: Research Today for a Cancer Free
Datebook Tomorrow. Also included in the agenda will be
Kala Dunn,
the re-establishment of the Character Counts
Community
Coalition. Attendees need to use the East
editor
entrance rather than the main entrance at
Glendale due to renovation. For more information contact Donna Herndon at(270)293-8780.

VFW Days to be held
The Murray VFW, Post 6291 will hold VFW Days in Chestnut
Street Park Friday, May 31,and Saturday. June I. Members will be
present for membership information and recruitment. In addition to
other new and used items, the VFW members will sell remembrance bricks for installation in the Murray Veterans Memorial
located on the corner of 10th and Chestnut streets.

CCPL offers computer class
Calloway County Public Library will offer "Facebook for
Beginners" on Thursday. May 30. from 9-11 a.m. Participants can
get help with setting up a Facebook account and learn the basics.
An email address and login information is required. For more information call the library at 753-2288.

Democrats to meet
Winder and Palmer
Dave and Janice Winder of Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter. Meagan Winder.to "fravis Palmer.son of Charles and
Kelly Palmer of Kirksey.
Meagan is the granddaughter of Bill and Lavada Schlegel of
Kelso. Mo., and Jim and Jeanette Winder of Jackson, Mo. She is a
2013 graduate of Calloway County High School and is attending
Murray State University. She is employed by MSU Credit Union.
Travis is the grandson of David Green of Fairdealing. Glenda
Lawrence of Paducah. and David and Paula Palmer of Kirksey. He
is the great-grandson of Lois Steger offaducah. He is a 2012 graduate of Calloway County High School and is attending Murray State
University. He is employed by Mike Burchett Farm.
The wedding will take place Saturday. July 20. at Hardin Baptist
Church in Hardin.

MSU Libraries offer
Books of Honor program
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University Libraries invite the public tcicteate
long-lasting tributes for any occasion by participating in the Books
of Honor program. With a $50 donation, a book will be purchased
and added to the collection. The title will be in the academic area of
the purchaser's choosing and will include a bookplate. both online
and on the shelf.
Once an academic area is chosen. the Research and Instruction
Librarians will choose from a list of needed resources in the area.
After a txxA is selected, the honoree will receive a letter with information about the book and a copy of the bookplate.
"The Books of Honor program provides a method for individuals
to be recognized for their achievements, while providing needed
resources for current and future students at Murray State
University." explains Adam Murray. Dean of University Libraries.
For more information about Books of Honor or to make a donation to University Libraries, call Melanie Brooks from the Office of
Development at (270)809-3026.

Kirksey Day set for Saturday
Special to the Ledger
The 10th annual Kirksey Day is set for Saturday. June I. from 47 p.m. in front of the baseball fields in Kirksey.
Musical entertainment will be provided by the Hallelujah
Singers, Grandpa's Legacy. The Erwins, Traci Wells, James
Harrison, Manic Beck and Sisters of Faith. Clarks River Wildlife
Refuge will display an exhibit of native animal furs and tracks.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will accept blood donations.
Festival games and inflatables will be available, and free food will
be provided.
The event is sponsored by the Kirksey United Methodist Church.
The public is invited to attend.
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Offering Seven Types of
Massage Therapy Services
*Therapeutic Massage
*Deep Tissue Massage
*Hot Stone Massage
*PreNatal Massage
*Sports Massage

4:00-7:00 p.m.
.
p

0

Coldwater Church of Christ
Coldwater, KY

au.alts iiwi&dfoh
FREE fao.d, iun & qanu2A!

*HydroMassage

All designed to
suit your budipt
AND
busy schedule!

Veterans assistance to be offered
Veterans and their families may receive free counseling and assistance in filing claims for federal and state benefits. Appointments
are available Thursday, May 30, at the Paducah VA Clinic, 2620
Perkins Creek Road. Visit the clinic or call (270)444-8465 to
schedule an appointment.

The Just Breakin' Even Band will provide music for line dancing,
couples dancing and rhythm dancing every Thursday night at the
Woodmen of the World Building, 330 CC Lowry Dr., Murray.
Admission is $5. The public is invited to attend.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous, a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more
information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270) 62
8850.

270.761.R EST

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program. meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride.
call the church office at 753-1834.

Fun ride set for Thursdays
GearUp Cycles, 104 N. 15th St.. Murray. will hold a 90-minute,
fun ride each Thursday around Murray and Calloway County
beginning at 5:30 p.m. Participants will then meet up at Mugsy's
restaurant, Murray,for a post-ride hangout. The public is invited.

Fishing tourney registration now open
Big Bass Splash, the world's largest amateur big bass fishing
tournament, will be held Aug. 17-18 at Paris Landing. Buchanan,
Tenn. Amateurs will fish from the banks, docks and boats and
weigh-ins are held hourly. with the biggest bass each hour earning
a share of the prize money. Prizes will be awarded for exact weighs,
early bird entries, random elimination drawing and optional bonus
games. For more information, or to register for the event, visit
www.sealyoutdoors.com.

Atlanta trip set
CFSB and Journey with Jackie will be going to Atlanta Friday,
July 26,and Saturday, July 27,to see a Cardinals vs. Braves game.
explore the CNN Center and more. The bus leaves Friday at 7 a.m.
from Benton Banking Center and will return at 9 p.m. Saturday.
Seating is limited. Call (270) 527-4669 for more information and
tickets.

Reunion to be held
The Second (Indianhead) Division Association is searching for
anyone who served in the Army's 2nd Infantry Division at any time.
For information about the association and its annual reunion in
Columbus,Ga. Sept. 17-21,contact secretary-treasurer Bob Haynes
at 2idahq@comcast.net or(224)225-1202.

Cancer Society offering program

Home Decor • Wreaths • Furniture • Metal

D;$421:r5/7.,

New Shipment of MetalThis Week! 79.34
25% Off Everything
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Knit-wits will meet

/Its so Real

1710( 11. 121 North
\Nur:iv. 1%1 42071

1

The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at 7534803.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

LAsk about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN.

Li

TRA(

Dance to be held

The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
cemetery. Persons owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
asked to contribute. Donations may be sent to Patsy Bramlett, P.O
Box 8, Hazel, Ky. 42049.

•
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The Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee will
meet Thursday. May 30, at 5:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. All interested
Democrats are invited.

The American Cancer Society has a free transportation assistance
program for cancer patients operating in Calloway County."Road to
Recovery" provides trained volunteer drivers to take cancer
patients to and from their life-saving treatments. To request assistance or for information on how to volunteer as a driver, call (270)
444-0740 or email mary.huff@cancer.org. For additional information on Road to Recovery, visit www.cancer.org.

*Chair Massage

June 1st, 2013
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Southside Shopping Center
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REGION BASEBALL TOURNAMENT: PADUCAH TILGHMAN 2, MURRAY HIGH I

Late rally not enough for
Tigers against Tornado
MURRAY HIGH TiEs
GAME IN TOP OF
THE 7TH,CAN'T
HOLD OFF PTHS

runner Desjahvonni Shies scored when Caleb Farley.
John LOar's line drive to second base
The game then settled into a pitcher's
was mishandled by Tilghman.
duel between Underhill and Murray
But Murray left the bases loaded starter Luke Brown who struck out 10
against Tilghman starter Jacob Underhill, Tilghman hitters. Murray was holding
whose performance on the mound hand- ace John Lollar for a potential regional
cuffed the Tigers most of the night.
title game.
In the home half. Underhill reached
"We had the plan after the draw - we
on an error and after a bunt single scored had confidence whoever we put out
By DAVID RAMEY
on an error for a heartbreaking end to there. I couldn't have asked for more,"
Sports Writer
Murray's season.
Grogan said. "Luke just threw an unbeTuesday. a Tiger offense that had lievable game. I have no regrets on what
PADUCAH — Baseball played a
times struggled to score runs, was tied up we drd with the pitching decision."
cruel trick on the Murray High Tivrs
by t Inderhill. He held the Tigers hitless
Murray now will say goodbye to sen-.
Tuesday.
until Tanner Fosters single in the fourth, iors Brady Powell and Lollar and Ramey.
After trailing 1-0 most of the game. and
Ramey's double was the only other 1.ollar moves on to continue his career at
Murray rallied to tie Paducah Tilghman hit on the
evening. The Tilghman left- Murray State while Ramey turned into a
at 1-1 in the top of the wventh. only to hander used just 71
pitches - 47 strikes - key contributor in Grogan's first season
see the Tornado push across a winning to heat the Tigers.
at the helm. Lollar and Ramey were part
run in the bottom of the seventh to score
"Jacob threw a heck of a game. I of four regional tournament teams and
- a 2-1 victory in the semifinals of the 1st thought Chris (Johnson, Tilghman made two trips to the title game.
Region Tournament at Bros$.s Stadium. coach)did a great job calling pitches - he
This season saw Murray win a 4th
The loss ended Murray's season at 22- really had us off balance." Tiger coach District regular seasrm and tournament
7.
Mitch Grogan."We were hitting his pitch title.
Murray's John Ramey. whose diving and not the one we wanted."
KIM GROGAN For the Ledge
"I have had a ball this year." Grogan
stop at third base in the bottom of the
Tilghman opened the scoring w ith a said of his first season at the helm of his Murray High senior John Ramey snags a fly ball at third base Tuesday
sixth kept the game tied, doubled to right run in-the first after a walk and a hits hat- alma mater." I can't say enough ahout evening at the 1st Region Baseball Tournament at Brooks Stadium in
with one out in the seventh and pinch man with an RBI single to center by
Paducah. The Tigers fell 2-1 to Paducah Tilghman.
•See TIGERS,8A

MIDDLE SCHOOL
TRACK al HELD

MLB: CARDINALS 41 ROYALS I

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS

Cardinals to start
Beltran
Lyons
lead
Cards
MMS
prize rookie Wacha

girls win
2nd state
title in a
row
Staff Report

The Murray Middle School
Lady Tigers posted their second
straight state championship this
past weekend during the KTCCCA State Meet in Louisville.
The Tiger middle school
team finished fifth while se% eral
athletes from Calloway Middle
also earned honors.
The Lady Tigers won their
second straight state title with 83
points, double the point total of
their closest competition of the
59 teams at the meet.
Saturday's meet at the
University of Louisville continued a dominating season for the
Murray Middle Schools. The
Lady Tigers won all five of their
regular season meets while the
Tigers had four second place
finishes and one third place performance.
"It's just a validation of how
hard our kids worked," MMS
coach Paul Glynn said."We talk
to the kids as parents and coaches about working hard everyday.
And they've done that all year
long. We did all the hard work
before we got to Louisville. And
it paid off for our kids."
Murray got 54.5 points from
two athletes. Grace Campbell
won three events, setting a new
state record in the high jump at
5-4 - breaking the mark held by
Murray's Catherine Claywell.
Campbell also won the 1(X)
meter hurdles in 16.36 and the
300 meter hurdles in 48.89 and
was part of a third-place relay
squad in the 4x400with Abby
Therrell, Maddie Waldrop, and
Rachel Kindhart.
Sarah McDowell won the
state title in the discus at 95.9,
had a personal best finishing 857 in the turbo javelin throw and
took third in the shot put at 33-5.
Lady Tigers with personal
bests at the state meet included
Ann Taylor in the 100 and 200
meters, the 4x100 relay team of
Kinhart, Taylor, Brittany
Lawson and Therrell. the 4x200
relay team of Annie Futrell,
Kess Kelly, Tberrell and Ann
Taylor). Neely Gibson in the
800 meteres and Futrell in the
pole vault and Lawson in the
triple jump.
Murray's Tommy Speed finished second in the boys pole
vault at 10-0. The Tigers also
See TRACK,8A

By DAVE SKRETTA
AP Sports Writer

KANSAS ('ITY. -Mo. (AP)
-- Carlos Beltran hit-a two-run
homer against his former team.
rookie Tyler Lyons made another dazzling' start and the St.
I ()ills Cardinals beat Kansas
ity 4,I on Tuesday night for
the Royals' 10th consecutive
home defeat.
The only two hits that Lyons
allowed over seven innings wete
to Billy Butler — a two-out RBI
double in the first inning and a
Hoop single in the seventh.
Otherwise, the left-hander
shut down an anemic Kansas
City offense to improve to 2-0 in
his week-old major league
career.
Trevor Rosenthal pitched the
eighth inning in a driving rain
for St. Louis, and Edward
Mujica breezed through a perfect ninth for his 16th save of the
season.
Matt Carpenter and Matt
Holliday added solo homers in
the sixth off the Royals Ervin
Santana (3-5) as the Cardinals
(34-17) improved to a major
league-best 20-9 on the road.
The 1-70 series shifts to St.
Louis for games Wednesday and
Thursday night.
Kansas City has lost seven
straight and 18 of its past 22,
erasing a 17-10 start that had a
beleaguered fan base finally
starting to believe in something.
The Royals' 10 consecutive losses at Kauffman Stadium matches the franchise record set just
last season.
Their offense has been the
biggest culprit: It's produced
eight runs total in the Royals'
past five games. and hasn't

on Thursday

CHARLIE RIEDEL + AP Photo

St. Louis Cardinals starting pitcher Tyler Lyons throws
during the first inning of a baseball game against the
Kansas City Royals on Tuesday, May 28, 2013. in Kansas
City, Mo.
scored more than four in a game inning from the No. 2 spot in the
since May 21 at Houston.
lineup. This time, it was Beltran
While the Cardinals had three who went deep off Santana to
homers Tuesday night, the give the Cardinals a 2-0 lead
.Royals have that many in 14 after just seven pitches.
.
games.
It was the first time the
.
In fact. St. Louis got off to a Cardinals got two-run shots
carbon-copy start of the previ- from the No. 2 spot in the first
ous night.. when Yadier Molina
See CARDS,8A
hit a two-run homer in the first

KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP)
— The St. Louis *Cardinals ran
out of reasons not to promote
their top pitching prospect.
Michael
Wacha,
the
Cardinals' first-round pick last
season., will start in his major
league debut Thursday against
the Kansas City Royals after a
slew of injuries to their starting
rotation left general manager
John Mozeliak virtually out of
options.
The 2I -year-old Wacha dazzled during spring training and
has been just as good at Triple-A
Memphis. going 4-0 in nine
starts with a 2.05 ERA that leads
the Pacific Coast League.
"We just have to manage
expectations a little NC
Mozeliak said before Tuesday
night's game in Kansas City.
"He's a year removed from college and he's thrust into a very
competitive division with a lot
of expectations being put on
him. and I don't know how fair
*that's going to be.
"In an ideal world, we wouldn't have to go down this path,"
Mozeliak said. "Due to all the
injuries, we do need some help.
and he has certainly been our
best pitcher at Triple-A."
Wacha. the 19th overall pick
out of Texas A&M, will be the
eighth rookie pitcher to debut
with the Cardinals this season,
and get the call after logging just
73 innings in the minors.
"What's the expectation? For
him to be himself," Cardinals
manager Mike Matheny said.
"That's a clear message we've

shared with it seems like a
revolving door of young players
here. Pitch your game, play the
way you know how and trust the
guys around you."
The
Cardinals
entered
Tuesday night's game leading
the majors at 33-17 despite four
starters landing on the disabled
list: Jaime Garcia is out for the
year following shoulder surgery.
Jake Westbrook has missed
nearly a month with an elbow
injury. Chris Carpenter has yet
to pitch due to a chronic nerve
issue. and John Gast recently
went down with a shoulder
injury.
Gast had been called upon to
replace Westbrook and won his
first two starts, but the 24-yearold lasted just six batters in his
most recent start and landed on
the DL.
Still. the Cardinals' batch of
rookie pitchers has been keys to
their success. They had already
'piled up 12 wins, including five
from Shelby Miller, four from
relief pitcher Seth Maness and
one from Tyler Lyons — the
left-hander who hamstrung the
Los Angeles Angels in his debut
after jumping from Double-A
Springfield. and who was facing
the Royals on Tuesday night.
Wacha will be replacing Gast
in the Cardinals' rotation.
Wacha shot through the
Cardinals' minor league system
last season, piling up a 0.86
ERA in I I appearances with 40
strikeouts. He also pitched in
•See WACHA,8A

SEC MEETINGS

Bama's Saban calls for SEC to expand schedule
DESTIN, Fla. (AP) —
Alabama coach Nick Saban has
a strong — and seemingly solistance on the
tary
—
Southeastern Conference potentially moving to a nine-game
league schedule.
Saban said Tuesday he would
like to see the SEC expand from
eight to nine'games, an opinion
that surely will draw debate and
dissent during the league's annual spring meetings this week.
Saban was the only SEC
coach to publicly call for
increasing the number of league
games, the biggest topic being
discussed during daylong meetings held in the resort town.
Although unlikely, SEC presidents and chancellors could vote
on the issue Friday.
"I'm absolutely in the minori-

ty, no question about it," Saban
said. "But everybody has their
reasons."
Having won three of the last
four Bowl Championship Series
national title games. Saban
admitted he should be against
changing the model.
"If you look it it through a
straw and how it affects you ...
then you're not going to be for
it." he said. "I shouldn't be for it.
We'd have a better chance to be
successful if we don't do it, but I
think it's best for the game and
for the league. I'm trying to look
at it from 1,000 feet."
Others, including Georgia's
Mark Richt, Vanderbilt's James
Franklin and Mississippi's Hugh
Freeze, want to keep things status quo. The SEC currently
plays eight conference games:

six games against division oppo- on tap for the 2014 season,
nents, one against a designated strength of schedule should
rival from the other division and become a bigger priority for
one rotational game against the teams with national title hopes.
"What I'm looking for is a
remaining six teams.
Several coaches argued that decision that's in the long-term
expanding to nine games would best interest of the Southeastern
commissioner
only make an already difficult .Conference,"
schedule even tougher — and Mike Slive said. "Everybody
could affect bowl eligibility for may have a different view of
what that is. One of the hallteams on the bubble.
"You add a ninth game and marks of this league over time is
that's seven more losses for our being careful, thoughtful. creconference," Freeze said. "We ative, doing new things and sitwant to fill all our bowl slots and ting down when the going gets
represent our conference. When tough and making decisions
you play that ninth game, it based on what's best for the
would create some more rev- league and sometimes subordienue, but it's seven more losses
nating one's own interest to that.
I'm in favor of playing the West
"We're going to have enough
and two rotators. That's what I dialogue to make sure we get
will push and vote for."
there from here."
But with a four-team playoff
The SEC's 14 coaches spent

Tuesday discussing the pros and
cons of eight- and nine-game
schedules. While most want to
remain at eight games, some
would like to see the 6-1-1
model switched to a 6-2 version
that would eliminate cross-division fixed opponents. That
would mean the end of annual
rivalries
like
AlabamaTennessee, which have played
all but one season since 1928,or
Auburn-Georgia, which have
played 116 times in the past 120
years.
"Eight games. nine games,6I-I.6-2, I think you can mike a
lot of arguments," Franklin said.
"That's what we're going to discuss. Again, we've won the Iasi
seven national championships
with similar models to what we
•See SEC,8A
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Pacers even series with Heat at 2-2
By MICHAEL MAROT
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Roy Hibbert had 23 points and
12 rebounds, Lance Stephenson
added 20 points, and the Indiana
Pacers charged back late to beat

the Miami Heat 99-92 on
Tuesday night and tie the
Eastern Conference finals at 2-2.
LeBron James led the Heat
with 24 points before fouling
out with 56 seconds to go. Mario
Chalmers had 20 points on a
night the defending NBA

champs fa led to take command
of the series.
They will host Game 5 on
Thursday.
The Pacers started fast and
spent the rest of the night trying
to fend off Miami's continual
comebacks.

But with Indiana leading 8172 early in the fourth. Miami
answered with a 14-2 run that
gave the Heat an 86-83 lead.
Indiana tied the score on Paul
George's three-point play and
erased the Miami lead by closing the game on a 16-6 run.

season?' I think these are questions we don't have answers to at
this time, but we are going to be
very cognizant of pitch counts
and of course innings."
Mozeliak acknowledged the
Cardinals have had discussions
about how much they'll use
Wacha, both in his debut and
this season, but he wouldn't
make those thoughts public.
"We want to have the ability
to adapt and adjust depending on
how things go for the young

man," he said. "As far as total
innings for the year, someone
who's coming from less than
150 a year ago, we have to be
very smart about that, too."
Wacha's rapid rise to the
majors isn't unprecedented, but
it is unique. For reference, the
Royals selected right-hander
Kyle Zimmer with the fifth
overall pick last summer — 14
spots ahead of Wacha — and
he's
mired
at
Class-A
Wilmington, where he was 0-4

with a 5.28 ERA.
"A lot of it is media hype,"
Mozeliak said, "but understandable in the sense that he was
drafted last year and not much
was said of him last season, and
then he had that pretty eye-opening spring for people who got to
see him day-in and day-out.
"It's well deserved," he
added. "He was good this spring
and very good at Triple-A."

•Wacha...
From Page 7A
two games during the Texas
League playoffs. `
"A lot's being made of this,
but the fact is we've had a lot of
injuries, he's someone who's
pitched very well, and right now
we need someone to come up
here and fill in for a start,"
Mozeliak said. "There's a lot of
questions of what this is going to
look like in terms of usage —
Will he be here for the whole

•Cards...
From Page 7A
inning in back-to-back games
since 1998, when Ray Lankford
hit both of them, according to
STATS LLC. The Royals
haven't accomplished the same
feat since Amos Otis went deep
in consecutive games in 1976.
The Royals got one run back
right away when Alex Gordon
drew a leadoff walk — the
Royals began the night with the
third-fewest walks in the majors

— and Butler drove him in with
a double to left.
BAR that was the hardest-hit
ball of the night by Kansas City,
which set a season low for hits
in a game. Lyons retired 17 in a
row before Butler blooped his
single down the right-field line
with one out in the seventh
inning, and then he left the
Royals' DH stranded on first
base.
Other than the home runs.
Santana was nearly as effective-

ly on the mound.
The Royals' right-hander
went 14 consecutive batters
without allowing anybody on
base at one point, and he vas
aided by double plays in the first
and seventh innings to limit the
damage.
Not even the best defense
could keep the ball in the park,
though. Santana allowed four
homers to the Angels his last
time out, and has allowed seven
in his past two starts.

Notes: Molina got a rare
night off. He'd played in 58 of
the Cardinals first 60 games. ...
Gordon was back in the leadoff
spot for Kansas City. CF:
Lorenzo Cain batted third in the
order for the first time. ... RHP
Jeremy Guthrie will be on the
mound for Kansas City on
Wednesday. RHP Lance Lynn
will pitch for the Cardinals. ...
The game took 2 hours, 7 minutes to complete.

•SEC...
From Page 7A
have now. Our first couple of
years in these meetings was to
make sure we were able to hold
on to some of these rivalries
we've had for a long time. That's
important to certain fan bases
and certain institutions, so we'll
see.
"The thing that I'm pounding
the table about is eight games.
Really there's no other discussion but eight games. That's in
the best interest of the SEC.
That's in the best interest for
Vanderbilt."
Coaches will vote and take
the result to athletic directors
Wednesday. The ADs will make
a final suggestion to presidents

and chancellors later in the change. Not only did the SEC
week. The league plans to stick add Texas A&M and Missouri
with the 6-1-1 format for 2014, last year, it is launching the SEC
and any resolution on future Network in 2014, with ESPN as
schedules likely will come down a partner. The network surely
will want more marquee
the road.
"If any coach is going to matchups in exchange for
speak truthfully and honestly, increasing revenue.
they prefer the eight," Arkansas
Saban, though, said more
coach Bret Bielema said. "A consideration should be given to
wise man once taught me: if it fans during these scheduling
ain't broke, don't fix it."
discussions.
The SEC has won the last
"One of these days, they're
seven BCS titles, no doubt a going to quit coming to the
stretch of success that any con- games because they're going to
ference would love to boast stay at home and watch it on
about.
TV," Saban said. "Everybody's
But the league is in the midst going to say, 'Why don't you
of a major overhaul, so the come to the games?' Well, if
schedule might just be next to you'd play somebody good. then
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Specia
Prep Baseball
lit Region Tournament
at Brooks Stadium
Monday
Padcuah Tilghman 7 St Mary 3
Murary High 13, Fulton City 1
Ballard Memorial 16. Hickman Co 3
Lone Oak 3. Calloway Co. 2
Tuesday
Paducah Tilghman 2. Murray High 1
Lone Oak 6, Ballard Memorial 1
Today
lit Region Championship
Paducah Tilghman vs Lone Oak 6
pm
Prep Softball
lit Region Tournament
at Murray High
Monday
Reidland 9. Calloway Co 1
Graves Co 11. Fulton City 0
Carlisle Co 8 St Mary 3
Lone Oak 10 Marshall Co 2
Tuesday
Reidland 5. Graves Co 1
Lone Oak 7 Carlisle Co 3
Today
1st Region Championship
Reidland vs Lone Oak 6 p m
National League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
31 20 608
Atlanta
Washington
27 25 519 4
Philadelphia
1
2
25 27 481 6/
10
New York
20 29 408
Miami
/
2
13 39 250 181
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
34 17 667
St Louis
Cincinnati
33 19 635 11
/
2
Pittsburgh
32 20 615 2112

1
2
20 30.400 13/
14
19 30.388
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
30 22.577
Arizona
/
2
28 23.549 11
San Francisco
2
28 24.538
Colorado
7
22 28.440
San Diego
/
1
2
21
28
429
7
Los Angeles
Chicago
Miwaukee

American League
East Division
W
L Pct
32 21 604
Boston
30 21 588
New York
28 24 538
Baltimore
27 24 529
Tampa Bay
22 30.423
Toronto
Division
Central
L Pct
W
Detroit
29 21 580
27 24 529
Cleveland
24 25.490
Chicago
21 28 429
Kansas City
20 28 417
Minnesota
West Division
W
L Pet
32 20 615
Texas
Oakland
29 23.558
23 28.451
Los Angeles
Seattle
22 29 431
15 37 288
Houston

GB
1
3/
1
2
4
9/
1
2
GB
2/
1
2
4/
1
2
7/
1
2
8
GB
3
8/
1
2
9/
1
2
17

Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 7. Toronto 6, 10 innings
Colorado 2, Houston 1
Washington 9. Baltimore 3
Pittsburgh 1, Detroit 0. 11 innings
Cincinnati 8. Cleveland 2
Tampa Bay 7. Miami 6
N Y Mets 2, N Y Yankees 1
Philadelphia 3. Boston 1
St Louis 4, Kansas City 1
Chicago Cubs at Chicago. ppd . rain

we'd come to the games. That
should be the first consideration.
Nobody's considering them.
They're just thinking about,
'How many games can I win'?
Can I get bowl qualified? How
many tough teams do I have to
play?'
From Page 7A
"After coaching in the NFL got personal bests from Jordan
for eight years, everybody in the Boyd in the 11/0 meters, Chase
NFL plays everybody in the Merriss in the 400.meters, Cole
NFL,and you lose some games. Foster in the 800 meters, Matt
The Giants lost how many McCormick in the high jump
games and won the Super Bowl, and three relay teams - the
six? I think it make§Aonore 4x100 and 4x400 relay teams of
exciting if you don't It .6 go Tanner Travis. Clay Ohnemus.
undefeated or lose just
.Abongo
Adongo,
Danny
to be able to have a chance to Chavarria. and the 4x400 relay
qualify to play for something at team of Travis, Chas arria.
the end."
Abondo, and
and
Matt

1
144

III Tigers...
From Page 7A
these seniors. They are clearly the
ones that I hurt for the most right
now because they don't get another chance at a regional championship. I've had the opportunity
to watch John Lollar and John

The
Murray
Hospita
thanked
service
recently
Church
MCCH
'The ti
Volunti

Ramey grow up playing this
game since they were 8 years old
and I'm thankful for the opportunity to have been able to coach
them as young men this year. All
of our seniors can move on knowing that this program is better
because they played in it.-
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•Track...

McCormick.
In Saturday's state meet.
Haley Glynn of Calloway
County finished second in the
triple jump at 33-8 and third
place in the' turbo javelin at 816. Tisha Travis (1(X). 200 and
400 meters), Katie Allen (1600
and 3200 meters) and Logan
Eastwood (1600 meters) all had
personal bests for Calloway
County.

Calloway County Public
JUNE EVENT SCHEDULE
Sunday, June 2 • 2:00-4:00
Kentucky Author Meet & Greet Event
A number oflocal and regional authors will be available
to greet readers. Books will be available for purchase.
Wednesday, June 3 • 1:00-3:30
Family Movie Afternoon-Rise of the Guardians
All children under the age of 16
must be accompanied by an adult.
Monday, June 10 • 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Summer Supper Club-Potluck
Title: Nathan Coulter by Wendell Berry
(Meat & Rolls provided)
Tuesday, June 11 • 1:00-3:30
Special "Creative Canvas" Event for Adults
Registration is required.
Wednesday, June 12 • 1:00-3:30
Family Movie Afternoon-Brave
All children under the age of 16
must be accompanied by an adult.
Saturday, June 15 • 10:00-11:30
A Writer's Workshop taught by Laura Ewald
"The Power of Story"
Includes... Effective Storytelling;
Using Amazon's CreateSpace & Kindle;
Other publishing options; and local writers'groups

Tuesday, June 18 • 1:00-1: 30
Special "Creative Canvas" Event for Teens
Registration is required.
Wednesday, June 19 • 1:00-3:30
Family Movie Afternoon-Wreck-It Ralph
All children under the age of 16
must be accompanied by an adult.
SaturdaN, June 22 • 12:00Book to Movie Club
Book/Film Title:
Gone, Baby Gone by Dennis Lahane
Sunday, June 2.3 • 3:00-4:30
Ft. Donelson Community Discussion Group
Book Title: The Civil War: A Narrative, Vol. 1:
Fort Sumter to Perryville by Shelby Foote (Chapters 1-4)
Wednesday, June 26 • 1:00-1:30
Family Movie Afternoon-Hotel Transylvania
Thursday, June 27 • 6:30-8:00
Mary Hamilton Family Story Telling Event
Provided with a donation from David and Jennifer Bryson
Sunday, June 30 • 3:00-4:00
Sunday Reads Book Discussion Group
Title: In the Garden of Beasts: Love, Terror, and an
American Fan* in Hitler's Berlin by Erik Larson

For informktion regarding programming interested persons may contact
CCPL's Sandy Linn at 753-2288 or sandy.linnftcallowaycountylibrary.org

710 Main St. • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-2288
www.callowaycountylibrary.org
Open Monday thru Friday 8:00-8:00, Saturday 9:00-3:00 and Sunday 1:00-5:00
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MCCH honors volunteers for 2012 efforts

Special to the Ledger
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l'he many . ,
.olunteers of
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital were recognized and
thanked for their 8,700 hours of
service to MCCH in 2012
recently at First Presbyterian
Church. during the annual
MCCH Volunteer Banquet.
The theme of the banquet was
"Volunteers plant the seeds of

kindness."
The
MCCH
Auxiliary was formally begun in
August of 1981 to serve as a volunteer organization to support
MCCH. Auxiliary members
donated their time and money to
the hospital and its mission of
providing health care to the
community. Since 1981, volunteers have donated more than
62.000 hours (more than 7
years) to MCCH.
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Gordon Loberger was recognized for his volunteer service to
Lifeline;.he installs and troubleshoots Lifeline units in
Murray and Calloway County.
Hospice volunteers were recognized for their 868 hours of
time given, with
Bartie
Steelman leading the totals with
373 hours. Other hospice volunteers recognized included: Judy
Thomas, 155 hours. Charles
Fischer, 83 hours, Dorothy
Hargrove, 74 hours. Vicki
Kemp. 73 hours, Brenda Call.
46 hours, Judy Eldredge, 46
hours and Courtney Perry, 18
hours.
Three special awards were
handed out: Most Years at
MCCH, Lillie Fuqua. 26 years
(began volunteering in March
1987); Most Lifetime Hours,
Jessie Davis, 15.100 hours;
Most Hours for the Past Year.
Jessie Davis. 1.177 hours.
Volunteer's were recognized
for their total number of hours
accumulated in their lifetime of
service to MCCH. Davis topped
the list with her 15,100 hours.
followed by Ernestine Hargis
ss ith 11.800. Other volunteers'
include: Gillard Ross, 8.000
hours; Lillie Fuqua, 2.8(K)
hours; Ila Brown. 2,400 hours;
Sue Webb. 2,100 hours; Carol
West, 2,000 hours; Betty
Gallimore. 1.900 hours: Robert
Bright and Walter Bradtke,
I ,800 hours each; Anna
Coleman. 1.700 hours; Kathy

state meet.
Calloway
second in the
3-8 and third
javelin at 81100, 200 and
e Allen (1600
;) and Logan
neters) all had
for Calloway

Mowery, 1,600 hours; Carolyn
Paschall. 1,400 hours; Marion
Bradtke, Dixie Hopkins and
Barbara Williams. 1,200 hours
each: Jean Watkins, 1.100 hours;
Katheryn Cleaver, 900 hours;
Betty Hassell.800 hours; Norma
Stewart, 700 hours; Ruth
Daughaday, 400 hours; Jerry
Hicks, 300 hours: Barbara

Shade. 200 hours; Rosalind
Hines and Donna Whitfield. 100
hours each: Carol Frashefski.099 hours each.
Three volunteers not recording
hours were also recognized:
Gordon Loberger, Jamie Penner
and Marie Taylor.
"Bery year our volunteers
bless us with their time and ded-

ication,and we couldn't be more
grateful." Foley said."We are a
community hospital and our
strong volunteer base reinforces
that bond."
For more information on volunteering opportunities at
MCCH. please call Linda Foley
at 762-1902.

Photos by Allison Sloan / Murray-Calloway County Hospita

Hospice volunteers were recognized during the banquet. Pictured, from left. Steve Owens,
chair of the MCCH Board of Trustees. Jerry Penner, MCCH CEO. Brenda Call, hospice volunteer. Dorothy Hargrove. hospice volunteer. Sherri Boyd. Hospice Coordinator. Charlotte
Rhodes, MSW. Hospice Volunteer Coordinator and Bartle Steelman. hospice volunteer.

Volunteers at Spring Creek Healthcare were recognized during the banquet. Pictured, from
left, Steve Owens, chair of the MCCH Board of Trustees, Jerry Penner, MCCH CEO, Spring
Creek volunteers Kathy Mowery, Walter Bradtke, Marion Bradtke. Ruth Daughaday. Popeye
Ross, Carolyn Paschall and Stacey Orr. secretary

Wondering what to do
with your money?
Our doctors. Our neighbors.
Introducing our newest neighbor.
Julie Cathryn Christopher, MD
Internal Medicine

Ronnie Lear

Michael D Burgdolf
. ..

270-705-7303

27,.) 7t7 (..4)77

As a regional community hospital, we are committed to
providing the best in care to our neighbors. Dr. Christopher,
our newest neighbor, recently joined Griffey Clinic and the
medical team at Henry County Medical Center.
Dr. Christopher is no stranger to the region, having
served patients in Murray for 25 years . Born in Somerset,
KY, her family moved to Murray when she was two. She
graduated from Murray High School and Murray State
University with a BS in chemistry/medical technology and
an MS in biology. She received her medical degree from
the University of Louisville School of Medicine. She is board
certified by the American Board of Internal Medicine. She
is married to William Brown and is mom to four dogs. She
enjoys boating, gardening and snorkeling. HCMC is pleased
to welcome Dr. Christopher to the community.
Dr. Christopher will begin accepting new patients
Monday, June 3. To make an appointment, contact the
Griffey Clinic at 731.642.3024.
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Robert Vaught

Shawn Hale

Barry E. Newsome

Brad Lowe

270-293-8062
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When it comes to our homes, cars, vacations, and even the foods we eat,
we often aspire to something bigger and better.Your savings should be
no different.
Woodmen of the World's Modified Endowment Life Insurance certificate.
the Enhancer, may be a better way to preserve your assets and help you
save for your future and the future of your loved ones
•Your cash may accumulate faster than in a CD
• Tax-deferred gain until received
• Avoid the hassles of probate
• Tax-free death benefit if paid to named beneficiary
Call us today to find out if this could be your opportunity to set aside
money and save on income taxes

WOODMENik
"1"'WORLD

Grittily Clinic
430 South Lake Street
Paris, TN 38242

-

Bucky Erwin

Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society
Home Office Omaha. Nebraska
woodmen org
i)1

Insurance Protection
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Financial
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Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Hornes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
COMMeeCtal Properly
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Leese
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440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services °tiered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies
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Legal Notice
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the following information and supporting data may be inspected by the general public at
the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District, 351 Almo Rd., Almo, KY 42020 during
regular business hours on the 1st-10th day of each month.
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District
Board Members

Secretary C'onl m
Pat Paschall
75 Lindsey Lane
Almo. KY 42020

Summary Financial Statement
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District For Fiscal Period
January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012
Beginning Cash Balance
JInttary 1, 2012
ite4ipts:
3/later Revenues
-:Otliper Revenues
<oritri. in Aid of Constr.
•:litlerest
Total Receipts
- - Expenditure.
Water Purchases
System Operation 8c Maint.
Administrative Costs
Additions to Waterworks Syst.
Debt Retirement (Principal & Int.)
Total Expenditures
Ending Cash Balance
December 31. 2012

$73,723

$79,567
$71,898
$41,114
$31,426
$14.866
$238,871

SUNTRUST BANK,

AIR QUALITY PERMIT NOTICE
Draft Federally EnforceableiConditional Major Operating
Permit Renewal F-13-010
Briggs & Stratton Corporation -Plant I.D. 21-035-00034
Agency Interest 504
PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

EVELYN D. HALL, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF EVELYN D. HALL, UNKNOWN OCCUPANT,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court,
on May 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $54.347.32. plus interest, late charges, etc.. I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, June 13,
2013, at the hour of 10:00 am., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and referred to as Lot 100
Western Shores, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Acertain lot of parcel of land located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly bounded and described as follows, to-wit:
Being designated as Lot 100, WESTERN SHORES,Phase 1, as shown on the plat
of same record in Plat Book 38, Page 87, Slide 3703, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is hereby made for a more particular description of said lot.
Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in
Miscellaneous Book 643. page 415 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in
Murray, Kentucky.
Being the same property conveyed to Evelyn D. Hall, by Deed of Conveyance from
KY Land Partners, LLC, dated 6/15/06, recorded 6/14/06, in Book 656, Page 553,
in Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
'commissioner ten percent(10%1 of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 1301 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
'per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
30i days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
'delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
'This 21st day of May, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master -Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

This 21st day of May, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

$61.254

•
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VS.

Briggs & Stratton Corporation has applied 10 the Kentucky
Division for At Quality for a renewa of the permit to operate
an engine equipment marufacturing facility at 110 West Man
Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071 The plant is classdied as a
Conditional Major source due to potentia emissions of reguiated air pollutants greater than a major source threshold.
This permit contains practicaly enforceable limitations to
restrict this soJrce's potential emissions to less Mai a major
Source threshold.
An electronic copy of the Divisions draft permit shoule shwa',
become ava,i.able at http:i:air ky_gov:Pages'
PubficNoticesandHearings.aspx. Paper copies of the ciraft
permit and relevant supporting rformation are available for
inspection by the public daring normal business hoJrs at the
following locations
Division for Air Quality 200 Fair Oaks Lane. 1st Floor Frankfort. KY 40601 phone(5021564-3999 Divecn tor Air Ouatity
Paducah Regional Office. 130 Eagle Nest()ex,. Paducah,
KY 42003, phone(270)898-8468: aid the Calloway County
Public Library. 710 Main Street. Murray. KY 42071-1996
phone (270)753-2288.
For a period of 30 days the Division el accept cenerents
on the draft permit and afford the opportunity la a public
hearing. The first day of the 30 day period is the day after
the publication of this notice Comments anceor public hearing requests should be sent to Mr. James Morse at the above
Frankfort address or e-mail James.Morse@ky gov Any person who requests a public hearing must state the iSSI.-eS to
be rased at the hearing If the DnriSi011 finds that a hearing
contribute to the decision-making process by clarifying
significant issues affecting the draft permit. a hearing wit be
announced. All relevant comments will be considered in issuing Vie (Mai permit. Further information can be obtained
py calling Mr Saaact Quabil at(502) 564-3999.
The Commonweath of Kentucky does not dscriminate on
the basso)race. color, national origin. sex, religion, age or
disability in employment or the provision of Services and provides. upon request, reasonable accommodation inc Were
auxiliary aides and services necessary to afford individuals
an equal opportunity to participate in all programs aid
Mateeals will be provided in alternate format upon
request

020
Notice
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wanted
ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately
15hr/week. $550/mo.
to
Send . resume
Coldwater UMC 8317
State Route 121 North,
Murray. Job description
online at coldwaterchurch.org
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message. No walk in

NOTICE OF SALE

Invitation To Bid
Westside Baptist Church is accepting sealed
bids for a 2,038sq.ft house and 6 acres located
at 345 Robertson R. South.
3/40R, 2.5BA, 2 fireplaces, attached garage,
screened patio, and wood deck. Bids will be
accepted until 400 p.m. Friday, June 28, 2013,
at Westside Baptist Church.
Specifications are available at Westside Baptist

020

The above lot is transferred and conveyed subject to all protective covenants,
restrictions, easements, reservations and all other exceptions as recorded on
microfilm in Book 154, Card 1350, in the Office of the Clerk of Calloway County,
all of which are by this reference,made a part of this instrument.
TRACT It: Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.5 miles
west of the Community of Coldwater, in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky being a part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 7. Township 2, Range
3 East, and situated at the rear of 283 Bendefield Lane, and being further
described as followisSee Plat of record in Plat Book 30, Slide 40, page 28561:
BEGINNING at a 7" diameter rebar (w/cap #3175 set, located 22.29'east of a
diameter rebar found, marking the southwest corner of the Dana Sliger property( Deed Book 174. Card 4361, and being the northwest corner of the 3.9734 acre
tract described herein; THENCE,south 82 degrees 48'or east passing through a
?" diameter rebar found at 179.441the southwest corner of the Randy Darnell
property, Deed Book 173, Card 10301; for a distance of 251.20'to a fence corner,
the northwest corner of the Gregory Boyd property; THENCE, with Boyd's west
line and with an existing fence, south 06 degrees 1232" west 680.06'to a ?" diameter rebar (w/cap #34371 found, the northeast corner of the James Bradley Dublin
property' Deed Book 324. Page 411); THENCE, with Dublin's north line, north 86
degrees 55'42" west 251.54' to a ?" diameter rebar I w/cap #3175)set, the southwest corner of the tract described herein; THENCE,severing the lands of Ralph
Sliger, north 06 degrees 1232" east, passing through a?' diameter(Weep 031751
set as 300.00'for a distance of 698.16'to a point of beginning. This tract contains
3.9734 acres.

A ...anal
*24 7 Surveil
•Pest Control

I
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The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10% / of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty(30)days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes_
This 21st day of May, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Westside Baptist Church reserves the right to
refect any and/or all bids

J0111111 Strawberries
U-pick $1 25/qt
We-pick $2 50/qt
1 8 miles South of
Sedalia Hwy 381
(Bring pens)
3284543

Bundle TV and
Internet starting
at $64.95 per
month. Call
877-726-4077.
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PT housekeeping for
lake resort. Weekends
required. Occasional
weekdays. 436-2345

applicants accepted.
EOE
A local specialty contractor is seeking to

Anediac
-o
—
mTh
the power to simplify

employ a qualified candidate that has

answering, data entry, marketing, report
writing, estimating, and other general office
duties. The applicant should be organized and
capable of writing professional reports_
Full-time position with medical, retirement,
holiday and vacation benefits. All applicants
must be hardworking and self-motivated individuals with a positive attitude.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071
An equal opportunity employer

(click resources then click admin).

Pre-empt(

Being the same property conveyed to Dan Thibeault, from John Thibeault, single
by deed dated November 12, 2009 and recorded November 12, 2009 in Deed Book
810 and Page 320, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.

Wilke

Church or online at wnervemborpurrey,org
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Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements iriraior of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.

multi-faceted role. Duties will include phone
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Storage
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TRACT III: Lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows, to-wit: BEGINNING at a point in the south right of way of
Kentucky Highway 121, said point being 668 feet East of the intersection of the
South right of way of Kentucky Highway 121 and the east right of way of
Kentucky Highway 893: THENCE,South 2 degrees 10' East 1282.09(erroneously
referred to in Deed Book 174, Card 436, as "1282.0") feet to an iron stake;
THENCE, North 88 degrees 40' East for a distance of 349.89 feet to an iron stake,
THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE. North 88 degrees 40' East 100 feet to
an iron stake: THENCE. North 2 degrees 10' West for a distance of 125'to an iron
stake: THENCE,South 88 degrees 40' West for a distance of 100'to an iron stake:
THENCE,South 2 degrees 10' East for a distance of 125' to the point of beginning.

general office duties and is interested in filing a

Macs

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on August 14, 2012, and subsequent orders in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $117,416.44, plus interest.
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday.
June 13, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being
283 Bendefield Lane. Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as
follows:
TRACT I: BEGINNING at a point in the South right of way of KY. Hwy. 121, said
point being 668 feet East of the intersection of the South right of way of KY. Hwy.
121 and the East right of way of KY. Hwy. 893; THENCE South 2 degrees 10'East
for a distance of 1,282.09 feet to an iron stake; THENCE North 88 degrees 40'
East for a distance of 449.89 feet to an iron stake: THE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE North 88 degrees 40' East for a distance of 100 feet to an iron stake;
THENCE North 2 degree's 10' West for a distance of 150 feet to an iron stake;
THENCE South 88 degrees 40' West for a distance of 100 feet to an iron stake;
THENCE South 2 degrees 10' East for a distance of 150 feet to the point of beginning.

experience with Microsoft Office software and
Edward Hudgins mailing address 2595 Faxon Road,
Murray, KY 42071, hereby declares intentions to
apply for a Retail Beer License no later than July 1,
2013. The business to be licensed is located at 200
North 15th Street, Murray. KY 42071, doing business as Mr. J's Grill & Pub. The Owner, Edward
Hudgins of 2595 Faxon Road, Murray, KY 42071 and
Manager, James Hudgins of 2607 Faxon Road.
Murray, KY 42071. Any person, association, corporation, or body politic may protest the granting of the
hoensela by writing the Dept. of Alcoholic Beverage
Control, 1003 Twilight Trail, Frankfort, KY 406018400, within 30 days of the date of this legal
publication.

An Eq
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PLAINTIFF,

DAN TH1BEAULT, MIDLAND FUNDING,LW,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, UNKNOWN
DEFENDANT.SPOUSE OF DAN THIBEAULT,

NOTICE OF SALE

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent 110%1 of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty 30i days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 120- per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00488

VS.

PLAINTIFF,

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.

$208,200
$1.085
$17,079
$38
$238,402

Legal
Notice

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N A .

SAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP
f/k/a Countrywide Home Loans Servicing, 12,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on September 13, 2009. and subsequent orders in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $90,557.38, plus interest
from February 1, 2009,costs, fees, etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Thursday. June 13, 2013. at the hour of 10:00 a.m..
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being 1513 Sycamore Street, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot No. 3 in B 0 Langston Heights Addition to the town of Murray. Kentucky. as
shown by plat of record in Deed Book 93, Page 41, in the office of the Clerk of
Calloway County. Murray, Kentucky

a.

Lama

Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTLCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-C1-00119

DEREK PEMWELL,DEBORAH K. RUDOLPH,
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC' REGISTRATION SYSTEMS,
INC., ACTING SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR QUICKEN
LOANS,INC., AND BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY,INC.

Treasurer I CIMI1711.SN
Charles Boren
3988 Radio Road
Almo, Ky 42020

Or apply
your re!
010

010

010
Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00287

VS.

(lutarperson Cant issioner
Joe Dan Taylor
97 Cecil Taylor Lane
Almo, KY 42020

010

Legal

VISA

Environmental Tech's
Hiring Two Full Time Positions for Calvert City a
Salary based on Work Experience
Benefit Package
Send resume to PO Box 557
Calvert City, KY 42029

Due to expansion and growth, Mediacom is
seeking a success-oriented self-starter to fill
the role of:
Direct Sales Representative
Kentucky and So. IL areas
We need outgoing and energetic people in our
telecommunications industry to sell services to
residential customers We will train you every
step of the way We also provide the leads,
excellent benefits. incentives, discount on
cable, "PAY" for your training time and a base
pay of $24K with unlimited commission You'll
have flexibility of freedom, working on your own
terms and opportunity to grow. If you have
strong communication skills, commitment to
your customers and the drive to be successful,
we'll teach you everything else you need to know.
Mediacom offers you outstanding earning
potential, full benefits and a stable environment
offering advancement opportunities.

The
first
place
to
start..

EDCEI
Lawim"

753.

APPLY at

www.mtdlacomcabiccomicareers
Job ID 5500 Of 5501 for KY
Job ID 5218 or 5408 for So IL
E0E/M/F/DN

FULL OR
housekeepi
Plaza Lodg
person if
No phone

:r

;er & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
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Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private label
manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS (3RD SHIFT)

-Fn.10a.m
—Fn.9ain

ENTRY LEVEL PRODUCTION LINE POSITIONS
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)

- Mad a.m.

LINE OPERATOR TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)

-Non.12p.m.

PLANT SERVICES/SANITATION (3RD SHIFT)

- Tut lp.m.

Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance, 401k Plan, company paid retirement
vacation and paid holidays.

- Iled.12 p.m.

-Thur. 12 pin,

VISA

Legal
Notice

Applications may be submitted online by gging to:
wwweroger.com
Select careers/jobs at the bottom of the web page
Select Manufactunng
Select Kenlake Foods
Or apply through CareerBuildercom to upload
your resume Search The Kroger Company,
Murray KY Jobs
An Equal Opportunity Employer MiF/DN.
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace.

Mediacom
Cable Television Job Opportunities
%FIELD AUDITOR
PLAINTIFF,

(EFENDANTS
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Mediacom is seeking a field auditor to inspect
and audit all CAN equipment in assigned
areas in support of the system quality, integrity
and accountability. Review company records
and equipment to determine the possibility of
illegal activity. Collect equipment and unpaid
balances from customers. Investigate leads
involving illegal activities related to cable service. Review company records and equipment
to determine the possibility of illegal activities.
Collect equipment and unpaid balances from
customers and investigate leads involving illegal activities related to cable service. Lifts and
carries loads up to 75 pounds. including line ladder.
Preferred experience/skills: High school diploma or equivalent. 1 year of CATV installation
background. Ability to communicate effectively
with subscribers to promote retention and payment of services as appropnate. Valid driver's
license; satisfactory driving record, effective
written and verbal communication skills, ability
to work alone without supervision. Must be willing to travel.
Pre-employment drug screen and background
check conducted.
Mediacom offers you outstanding earning
potential, full benefits and a stable environment
offering advancement opportunities.
APPLY at
www.mediacomcable.com/careers
Job ID 5539
EOE/M/F/DN

YOU'LL PUT ON AN APRON.
AND IT'LL FEEL LIKE A JERSEY

Starting pay between
$7.50-$8.50
EOM

ing the land
s, and all
other miner-

eMURRAY

beault, single
in Deed Book

of thirty
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the balance
I, bearing
y due and
additional
all be sold

STATE UNIVERSITY

MANAGER ACCOUNTING GENERAL
LEDGER/ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Job duties/responsibilities:
Responsible for general ledger, accounts
payable systems, and fixed assets systems.
Supervision of Accounts payable and general
ledger staff.
Minimum Education Required:
Bachelor's degree or higher in Accounting.
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO, M/FID, AA employer

Hp Wanted

Chairside Dental Assisltant
Th)
-"
•

rn
simplify

ktediacom is
-starter to fill

Local general dentist seeking
IS:24•1}
-- • full-time assistant. Mon.-Thurs.
8-5 position. Candidate must be
1. Mr
friendly, have positive attitude
and work well with others.
Candidate must be self
motivated and dependability is a
\r*,ffir,
must. Experience preferred.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-W Murray, KY 42071
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need to know.

LACOSTA is now hiring
for Janitors to in our
team. We have a parttime position Monday
through Friday with
weekend work availif interested
able
please apply online at
www lacostaservices.
om

ng earning
environment
tunities.

(Catten1
KY
30. IL

When accessing the
"help wanted" sei:Mie .
on our classifieds
webPatr at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobaetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
NOW hiring servers,
cooks and pizza cook.
Apply in person at
Tom's Pizza
after
1:00pm.
PT/FT
position
at
Murray Sewing Center.
Knowledgable about
sewing. Apply in person
@
Bel-Air
Shopping Center.
WESTERN
KY
Correctional ComplexCertified Medication
Aide
for
needed
1:00pm-9:00pm.
Duties
to
include
preparing, administering, and documenting
medications. Must possess documentation of
having
successfully
passed the medication
aide
competency
exam.
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm7am. 3 nights per
week, every other
weekend.
Primary
duties to include medication administration,
and
assessment
response to emergencies.
Please forward resume
to
CorrectCareIntegrated Health at
hrecorrectcare.com or
fax
(859)685-0901.
EEO

Want to Buy

Culver's is looking for people that
enjoy a fast paced, fun work
environment. Must have reliable
transportation. Apply in person or online.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Support
LACOSTA
hiring
Seervices
housekeeping supervisor. This position is runtime 14.00hr. If interested please apply
at
online
www.lacostaservices.c
OM

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

WARD-ELKINS

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

oGS E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

DISCLAIMER

140

Full time kitchen, positions available.
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FULL time salary computer/network technician
specialist
Minimum 1 year expenence required Details
at
www smartpathtech corn/career

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
3.5 ton central air con
dition. 10 years old
runs good. $650
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
suitBEDROOM
queen/full, night stand,
mans chest, dresser
with mirror, mattress
with 2 box springs.
270-978-5758 or
270-227-9402. Leave
message if no answer.
$1,000 0130
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Desperately needs to
buy your coins.
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains
at Trends-N-Treasures.
Appraisals.
270-753-4161
Dr. Futirmann
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has large number of
CC Morgan Dollars
and Seated Liberty
Dollars at Trends-NTreasures. Fair prices,
270-753-4161
for
sale.
Slabs
(mostly
$10/bundle
Call
hardwood).
between
5:30-6:30
Weds evening.
270-552-0158
SLABS for sale Mostly
hardwood $10 a bundle Call between 5:30Wednesday
6 00
evenings
270-522-0158
STRAW $3.50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

360
Storage Rolla

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
233
Farm
Hand
Loader, quick attachment fits IH
'97 Toyota Camry
270-435-4249

Owner Finance
4BR, 2BA $4,950
down $695/mo
Murray near lake
615-397-3171

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, IBA Townhouse,
W/D included. Starting
at $500. Please call
753-7559
2BR, IBA. Water/trash
included.
$425/mo.
270-719-1654
2BR,
brick,
W/D
hookup, redecorated,
no pets, $435/mo.
293-6070
320
Aparbeents For Rent
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

ct

Equal opportune

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartmilts
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
Phone:
accessible.
270-527-1311. MonFri.
9am-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.
IOXIO's & III115's
I2701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

‘Nednesday. May

2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bayil single
bay
270-485-6122
40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray.
293-6430
OFFICE SPACE700ft.
downtown
Murray.
$550/mo
includes
waterigas/electricity/tra
sh pick-up. 104 N. 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103
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Pets & Supplies

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
FREE Lab mix puppies. 8 weeks old. To
good homes only. Call
after 5pm
(731)498-8973
GAME Fowl for sale.
Claret, Leiper, and
Hatch Chicks available.
Call or text
270-703-2334
Shih-tzu
puppies.
Male/female,
CKC
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small
Since

..r dt,V11111,1-

753-9542
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ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

,nriiirla`k '0' :0'
h.1-1,

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies.
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DACHSHUNDS puppies for sale. $125
227-0140

Hill Electric
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APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
460
Homes For Sale
2,051 sq/ft brick home.
74 acres, large shop,
stocked pond, gravel
pit, hunting. Kirksey
area. $389,900 Call or
text 270-994-1595
KY Lake houe for sale
or possibly rent. Near
Jonathan Creek in
Aurora. 3BR, 2BA plus
guest house. On 12
lots very private on
dead end road. 270519-1859 or 270-2275797

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

BG Real Property
Professionals

293-7872

Paving, Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONI'TRAVIS

270-293-4256
Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
kotuckylake
rem
Iirode_Agsm_n

270-873-9916
Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
-Small Landscapes etc.
*Leaf Removal
*Mowing *Residential
*Edging *Commercial
*Mulching *Insured
*Pruning *Licensed

1
3
6
5
9
7
8
2

2
9
1
6
3
4
7
5

3
4
7
8
5
1
6
9

5
6
8
7
2
9
3
4

8
2
5
1
4
6
9
7

6
7
3
9
8
2
4
1

9
1
4
3
7
5
2
8

4 8 2 1_3 5 6

Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94
(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924
460
Homes For Sale

Tractor & Dozer Work

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Dirt work, Hauling.
Bush hogging, Top soil,
Garden tilling.
Driveways, White rock,
Mulching. etc.

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding

270-227-0906

*Firewood
*Insured

HARVEY'S
Lawn
Mowing. 227-1755

(270) 489-2839
Spring Time Special'
DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
Deck Washing 8.
Staining
Free Estimates
Licensed and Insure,:
(270)435-0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

Crossroads
Lawn & Garden
Landscaping mowing
cleanup & other
outdoor proiects
Also providing garden
assistance, raised
beds planting, etc

293-3406
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
(0/111.111411

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Year Sep-lie Suds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(170)293-8686

*DeiLi
Wig!,
I 14(
.11%141 & In•dired
qinfira)/1

(270)226-5444

do lawn maintenance
& hauling. For more
info call 270-227-3309

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Instaloti

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al S/wyJers Hand Nailed

f

*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

YEARRY'S
'
i-ree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267

(270)978-4591

Lots For Sale

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
-Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

GARLAND
RENTALtli
if you've got It we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncity, and 2411 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Greg Mansfield
411

lfil
O”o

eiszt sirn
...

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Great Hometown Service
D90 r spend your mcney out or
state keep 1 icipae•
(270)293-8480

North Villa Subdivision
69 North Drive, Almo. KY.
4BR, 2.5BA & Large bonus area
Extra lot also available
$255 000 00

Call 270-753-5755
or 270-293-1015
For Further Information
490

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461
2004 Chevy Cavalier,
red, 4 doors, excellent
condition, like new
inside,
great
gas
mileage, $4,800 Call
293-8239

LEDGERchTimEs
Mom 0

HALL'S WASTE

Gallimore

MANAGEMENT

Electrical Contractors, LLC

• ‘.•eel.1 & per. Li) pickup's
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

IndustrIal/Commertial/Residential

DRYWALL 8 painting
no job too big or small
Free estimates Call
Logan at
270-293-0476

(270) 759-0890

David's Home
Improvement
LL(
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

Used Cars

We Finance

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell- (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

4
8
9
2
1
3
5
6
7

Murray I edger & limes 1-ai

th..11t

HAZEL: 2 or 3BR.
492-8526

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

7
5
2
4
6
8
1
3
9

Services Offered

2BR, 2BA, garage.
$475/mo. 753-3949

SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or 2936156

Answer to previous puzzle

Real Estate

1620 Olive Street
2BR, IBA. 1 year
lease, $450/mo.
705-2274

LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood. Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493

Ils Ikne(Own
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Houses For Rent

4BR house. Lease and
deposit required.
270-753-4109

9 in the empty

Difficult) Lew! ***

460
Homes For Sale

38R, 2BA, pet friendly.
904 Charlie Miller Rd.
Almo.
Application
required. $700/mo plus
deposit. 270-293-8610

Sudolku is a number -Owing puzzle based on a 94 grid with
several given numbers The oblect is to place the nurnbeys 1 to
squaws so that each.row each column and each
Dos contains the same number oniy once The difficulty ievel
of the Concepts Sudoiic increases horn Monday 10 Sunday

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

29, 2013• 38

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Writ Do Insurance Work
MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

YOUR mowing needs.
Free estimates. Hector
270-227-6638

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service insured
753-TREE (8733)

CLEAN

LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby 270-227-9027

LAWN

I lot

James C. Gallimore
WWW.0ECLI.0 NEI

MfIMIS

ROOFING
"Our Reputation It on the house"
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Call us for a free inspection today!

227-4646 436-3080
Don't be fooled by Imitators

teri•vs,
McCUISTON
ROOFING
r!intl Rtboair

CUT

CAR!

,
,11111.110

,c‘ iii,11
.1II }
,

270-293-4020

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed 8 Insured
Protecting your house
Ilk. it is our house!

COMICS/ FEATURES
Confused teen who had sex
now regrets that she did

411 • ‘Setliiesday. May 29,2013

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Jeanne M . Gal!mune. of
Murray, ws appointed by Gov.
Paul Patton to the Statewide
Independent Living Council as a
representative for the Center for
Independent Living.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital employees receiving 25year awards included Mary Linn.
Jeanne Maupin. Bobbie Jean
Lane. JoAnn Price. Joyce Fox
and Anna Marie Allbritten.
Barbara Goetz and Mary Sinclair
received 30-year awards, and
Jerry Hicks received a 35-year
award.
Members of the Murray High.
School boys' basketball team recognized at the winter sports
awards banquet were Mark
Daniel. kJ. Winnans. Dylan Volp,
Kyle Erwin. Jordan Kelleher and
Kyle Wilson.
Calloway County High School
student Corey Underhill was
named for five awards by the
United States Achievement
Academy. including recognition
as an All-American Scholar.
Twenty years ago
Kenny Thomas. Bobby Grogan.
Hank Hatcher and Dan Gardner,
members of the Classic Bicycle
and Whizzer Club. were photographed with a 1951 Whizzer
motorbike. a 1954 Schwinn Cycle
Truck and a 1952 Schwinn Black
Phantom.
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
met at the home of Mrs. Howard
Titsworth. Dr. Cherry Watts and
Mrs. Jack Belote presented a
report on the Kentucky P.E.O.
convention. Mrs. Morgan Sisk
was co-hostess.
A raffle was held to raise funds
for a Murray High School band
equipment bus. Band president
Philip Brown and principal Bill
Wells drew the winning names of
William Smith and Linda Salley.
Thirty years ago
Robert Douglas.of Murray. was
installed as president of the

Kentucky Federation of Chapters
of the National Association of
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 14-yearRetired Federal Employees for
old girl who recently had sex
1983-84.
with my boyfriend. It was the
The birth of a girl on MaY 20 to
first time for both of us. A week
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Paschall
and a half later, we had a big
was announced.
(Ott
Forty years ago
Another
New
members
of
the
problem is 1
Cumberland Presbyterian Women
am having a
of the North Pleasant Grove
lot of feelings
Church included Mrs. Greg
for his best
Sinclair. Mrs. Joe Pat Thornton.
friend, and he
Mrs. Franklin Carroll and Mrs.
has feelings
James Coleman.
for me. too. I
The United Methodist Women
don't want to
of the Coles Camp Ground
tell
my
Church met at the home of Mrs.
boy friend
Keith Letterman. Mrs. John Jones
Dear Abby becausettove
him and don't
was the Bible study leader. and
want to lose
Mrs. Austelle Crouse was the
By Abigail
him. I also
prayer leader.
Van Buren
don't want to
Dan Roberts displayed a total of
ruin his friendship with the other
24 1/2 pounds of fish taken on
guy.
spinner bait and worms in the
My boyfriend wants to ha‘e
backs of lake coves. The largest
sex again, but I don't. I wish I
fish was 6 1/2 pounds.
could take it back. What can I
Fifty years ago
do? -- LOST AND CONFUSED
Mrs. CE. Lowry. of Murray.
DEAR LOST AND CONwas named third vice-president of FUSED: Because you had sex once
the Kentucky Federation of does not mean you are compelled
Women's Clubs. The Murray
to do it again. Feeling as you do
Woman's Club was one of two
about the best friend is a strong
women's clubs in the state to
sign that as much as you care
for your boyfriend, you are not
receive a national award for outstanding work in aid to education. in love with him.
If you are being pressured to
Dr. Rob L. Staples, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Staples. of have sex, it's important for YOUR
Kirksey. was to join the faculty of sake that you tell your boyfriend
you feel it happened too soon.
Bethany Nazarene College in
you're sorry you did it. and you
Oklahoma.
ha‘e decided to. wait until you
Sixty years ago
are older to start again. It would
County 4-H Spring Rally winbe an intelligent move for you
ners included June Foy. Patsy
because your affections appear to
Kingins. Marinell Myers. Buddy
be all over the map right now.
Anderson. Linda Lawson. Jo
I am also concerned because
Ellis. Ann Paschall. Ada Sue
you didn't mention whether you
Ross. 0.1. Jennings and Bobby
both used birth control. It's a sign
Stubblefield.
of maturity ‘v hen couples plan
New officers of the Hazel High
ahead and take precautions to
avoid an unwanted pregnancy.
School FHA chapter were Nancy
thompson, Pat Hutchens.Carolyn (And yes. a girl CAN get pregnant the first time.) In fact, there's
Curd. Nancy Taylor and Oneida
a word for teens who have sex
Wilson.
on the spur of the moment and
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the United States Constitution.
In 1917, the 35th president of
the United States. John F. Kennedy.
was born in Brookline. Mass.
In 1932, World War 1 veterans began arriving in Washington.
to demand bonuses they weren't
scheduled to receive until 1945.
In 1943, Norman Rockwell's
portrait of "Rosie the Riveter"
appeared on the cover of The Saturday Evening Post.
In. 1953, Mount Es crest was
conquered as Edmund Hillary of
New Zealand and Tensing Norgay of Nepal became the first

climbers to reach the summit.
In 1961,a couple in Paynesvilie.
W.Va.. became the first recipients
of food stamps under a pilot program created by President John
F. Kennedy.
In 1973.Tom Bradley was elected the first black mayor of Los
Angeles. defeating incumbent Sam
Yorty.
Ten years ago: AOL Time Warner and Microsoft announced a settlement in their battle over Internet browsers, with the software
giant agreeing to pa) AOL $750
million.
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DEAR ABBY: My friend is a
compulsive talker. *Chatty Cathy"
draws detailed descriptions of people I don't know and don't care
about and lingers over past and
current tribulations. I tolerate her
behavior because she's a kind person. but'she is oblivious to how
much she dominates a conversation. It's like something compels
her to fill every silence with
monologue.
Her personal and work relationships suffer because of it. It's
laid for 'her-in--hold a --job.- and
she often becomes upset over this
co-worker's or that family member's behavior. It is always the other
person's failure, yet she is always
in the center of the commotion.
She has had a tough life, partly of her own making. If I try
to send subtle cues of uninterest
she doesn't pick up on them and
keeps talking and talkiog. I feel
sorry for her. Is there anything I
can do to help her, without seeming critical? -- EXHAUSTED LISTENER IN HAWAII
DEAR EXHAUSTED: Not
knowing your friend, I can only
guess what drives her to talk compulsively. Some people do it
because they feel the need to
prove to others how smart they'
are. Others do it out of nervousness or insecurity because they
are uncomfortable with silence - even if it is a momentary pause
in conversation.
Because her behavior has had
a negative impact on her employability, the next time she mentions problems at work. it would
be a kindness to suggest to her
that, because it's happening repeatedly. she discuss it with a psychologist. That's not hurtful; it's
helpful.
04110011

Write Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.coin or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069

Folate is essential for
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healthy cell function
DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a disease. One easy way to reduce
healthy woman in my 40s. Should homocysteine levels is by taking
I take.extra folic acid to boost folic acid supplements. Studies
have not shown that taking folic
my immune system?
DEAR READER: Folic acid acid supplements protects most
is. essentially. a vitamin. We all people from heart disease. The
need vitamins. Indeed, the word exception is people born with a
"vitamin" was coined to refer to genetic defect that causes high
a substance that was essential to homocysteine levels. I'm one of
human life. The natural form of them: I take folic acid every' day.
For most healthy adults. the
acid.
folic
folate, occurs Recommended Dietary Allowance
some (RDA) of folate is 400 micron
foods, includ- grams (mcg) a day. Pregnant
vegeta- women should take more: 600 nicg
ing
bles, fruits. a day. The extra folate helps to
dried reduce the risk of neural tube
and
and defects. -a serious- -malformation
beans
of the spine, skull or brain in
peas.
Each of us the baby.
Experts advise against getting
is a collection
of about 13 more than 1.000 nicg per day of
By
trillion cells. folic acid from supplements or forIf our cells get tified foods. You're unlikely to
Dr. Anthony
sick, we get suffer any ill effects even if you
Komaroff
sick. If our exceed that limit, because your
cells get old, we get old. Folate body excretes excess folic acid
is essential for the production in the urine. Still, there might
and maintenance of our cells. be long-term health effects that
That's especially true during rapid we don't yet know about.
periods of growth, such as pregOn the other hand, there's no
nancy and infancy. Folate is need- health risk associated with geted to make DNA and RNA. the ting plenty of naturally occurgenetic material that dictates how ring folate from foods. Get as
our cells function, and it helps much of your daily requirement
prevent mutations to DNA that as you can from a healthy diet.
may lead to diseases, including Good food sources of Iolate
cancer.
include spinach. asparagus. rice.
Our immune system cells, green peas. broccoli and great
which are white blood cells, are northern beans. Many breads.cerealways in a rapid period of growth. als, flours, cornmeal, pastas. rice
These cells don't live very long, and other grains are enriched
so they constantly need to be.
,with folic acid.
replaced. Folate deficiency can
If you're not getting enough
cause anemia -- inadequate pro- folate from foods, take a multiduction of red blood cells. But vitamin that contains 400 mcg
it doesn't weaken the immune of folic acid.
system sufficiently to make us
more vulnerable to infections, for
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
example.
and professor at Harvard MedOver the past 30 years, many ical School. To send questions,
studies have found that people go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
with high blood levels of a nat- Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.,
ural substance called homocys- Second Floor, Boston, MA
teine are at higher risk for heart 02115.)

Dr. Kontaroff

Horoscope

Today hi History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. May 29.
the 149th day of 2013. There are
216 days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History':
On May 29. 1913, the D.H.
Lawrence novel "Sons and Lovers"
was first published by Duckworth
& Co. of London. albeit in an
expurgated version.
On this date:
In
1765. Patrick
Henry
denounced the Stamp Act before
Virginia's House of Burgesses.
In 1790. Rhode Island became
the 13th original colony to ratify:

don't use birth control: It's PARENTS.

Murray Ledger & Times

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, May 30,2013:
This year you enter a period
where your intensity comes
across both positively and negatively. If you are single. your
biggest problem will be trying to
stay single. If you are attached,
work on expressing your anger
before you lose control. PISCES
knows how to impress you.

everything that is happening
around you. If you assume
responsibility, you will like the
outcome.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Your ability to deal with the
many people around you will
make a substantial difference.
Allow greater give-and-take
between you and someone else.
You laugh, and others relax.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You'll wonder what might
The Stars Show the Kind of be the best way to proceed, as a
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; partner seems more open to
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: possibilities. You could be
amazed by what occurs. Remain
I -Difficult
laid-back, and be willing to
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
change direction. Allow this per**** Try to assume a more son to be more dominant.
laid-back attitude. Consolidate VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
recent successes. Your listening **** Listen to feedback. How
skills will emerge while you're in you handle a situation depends
a discussion with a sibling or on your ability to flex with others.
neighbor. You need to know At the moment, you need to
what you are hearing in order to incorporate more of what others
evaluate what is going on.
desire when making plans. You
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
will have your way soon enough.
**** Meetings and network- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
ing point to success. You will *** You could be in a situation
instill your support systems with where you want to say exactly
new energy and knowledge. You what you think, and want to be
understand your desires, and encouraged to da so as well.
you know where you are head- Know that you might get a very
ing.
strong -- maybe even negative GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
- reaction if you reveal your true
**** Keep reaching out to thoughts.
someone at a distance. You SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
could feel overwhelmed by **** Your ability to make

headway and say what you feel
when you want adds tremendous dimension to a relationship. Your imagination flourishes
in this situation. Focus on a child
or a new love interest. This person needs your time and attention.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec. 21)
*** You could be out of energy
when it comes to dealing with a
difficult family member. You
understand this person much
more than you might want to.
Maintain your boundaries.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Make calls and seek
out different opinions before
scheduling a meeting. You'll
want to have a sense of direction
about where this group is heading. You are a natural leader,
and you don't need to press a
point.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You suddenly could be
weighing the pros and cons of a
particular situation. You might
want to say that you have had
enough, so be prepared to act
on this verbalization. Check out
a purchase with care.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You are very much in the
moment_ You might not even
bother to investigate some
important information you heard
through the grapevine. Try to be
more alert.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1
6
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
26
29
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
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DO YOU TFINK
YOU CAN
PITCH
TODAY?

G A Ft

I PITCHED
FOR US
LAST GAME,
DUSTIN.

I TIMED OUT'
I COULD ONLY
THROW ONE
TYPE OF
PITCH.

EL-CO(F4)
THERE'S A TOOTH
IN MY SOUP!

Make a surprise visit
Bath need
Happened
T-shirt choice
Muscular power
'Enigma Variations composer
Carryall
Fries source
Quarterback Manning
Summit
Tennis court divider
Complete tie
Wound reminder
Tatters
Sponger
Museum stuff
High trains
Additionally
Mock
Dog from Kansas
Action setting
Wine grape
Like grease
Cartoon genre
Concludes
Out of style
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